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special l ibraries 
(plus one to come) 
from 
lnformation Resources Press 
SO YOU HAVE TO WRITE 
A TECHNICAL REPORT: 
Elements of Technical 
Report Writing, 
by Dwight E. Gray. 
Paper. $3 25 
Thrs exceptional volume 
is a gem such as one 
does not encounter many 
tlmes in a professional 
career With content 
based largely on lectures 
the author gave for 
several years In summer 
workshops at Pennsyl 
vanla State University ~t 
is a d~st i l la t~on f Dr 
Gray s long experience 
at the Library of Con 
gress the Arnerlcan 
lnstltute of Physlcs and 
elsewhere Llke some 
other distillat~ons it brings 
quick pleasure to the 
senses and a warm Inner 
glow to those who partake 
The book itself IS  an 
exemplary technical report 
on technical report wrltrng 
l q c h n  c ? '  Conrnun L - 1  1- 
I \ 
A BRIEF GUIDE TO 
SOURCES OF SCIEN- 
TIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION, 
by Saul Herner. 
Paper $4 25 
All I~brarles lncludlng 
high school and 
speclallzed collect~ons 
will requlre this 
reference and some 
libraries may want to 
buy in duplcate for 
dlstrlbution to key 
personnel in busness 
and industry whom 
they serve 
i r i i l r  n 
THE EVALUATION OF 
INFORMATION SERVICES 
AND PRODUCTS, 
by Donald W. King 
and Edward C. Bryant. 
Cloth $15 00 (April. 1971) 
The first definitive 
textbook on :he evalua 
t vc avd quality control 
aspects of Ibrary and 
lnformation system 
rieslgn and operdtlon 
A clear and inclsive 
ciscourse on what to 
measure, how to 
measure it, and how to 
Interpret the results 
Available 
through your 
bookdealer 
or from 
INFORMATION RESOURCES PRESS 
2100 M STREET. N.W. 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20037 
I 
I Stacey-A Division of Bro-Dart, Inc., Dept. SL-049 15255 East Don Julian Road 
I City of Industry, California 91746 
- I 
I Please send me complete information and my free copy of Off The Press. 
I 
I Name Library 
I 
I 
I 
Address 
I 
I 
I City State Zip 
I 
I 
L I I I I I I I I I - I I - - - I I I I I - I I I I I - I I I J  
Here sthemostsweeping, in-depth 
critiqueof contemporary American the- 
ater ever produced. An indispensable 
source of ~nforrnaton for anyone Inter- 
ested in the world of theater, 
The collection covers the halfcen- 
tury since 1920-a period many have 
called thebgolden ageof American the- 
ater."When playwr~ghtssuchas Eugene 
O'NeilI, Maxwell Anderson, Tennessee 
Williams, Edward AbeeandArthur Mil- 
ler came into the~r own. 
Included are complete reviews of 
over 18,OCO theatrical product~ons-as 
theyor~gnallyappeared in weekday and 
Sunday editions of The Times Written 
by such noted critics as Brooks Atkin 
son Walter Kerr and Clive Barnes 
Therev~ewswill bearrangedchron 
ologically in eight volumes and fully in 
dexed in two volumes Out of town 
openings, revivalsand foreign plays will 
be included-as will vaudeville produc 
tions iceshows, passion playsand oper 
ettas 
In addition, background artlcles 
and follow upstorieswill furtheranalyze 
many of the plays reviewed compare 
them with other plays of the same pe- 
riod or genre.. discuss the people who 
wrote, produced and played in them. 
Save $200 on pre-publication offer 
The New York Times Theater Re- 
views(1920-1970) will cost$1,050when it 
is published in November, 1971 But you 
can reserve a set for only $850-a $200 
s a v i n g 4  you order before September 
30 1971. 
Toorder, orforfurtherdetails, write: 
The New YorkT~mes, Library & lnforrna- 
tlon Services, Dept. SLL480, 229 West 
43d Street, New York. N.Y 10036. 
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Editorial views do not necessarily represent the offi- 
cial position of Special Libraries Association. 
Indexed in: B ~ ~ s i n e s r  Per.iodicals Index, Information 
Science Abrtr.acts, Histori ial  Abr!ract.r, Horl~iral  Lit- 
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at your fingertips. . . 
the finest tool 
for bibliographic 
verification 
ever published! 
New Science Citation Index@ 1965-69 Cumulation 
identifies over 90% of the world's 
published scientific and technical literature. 
What was  the title of that article? The author's correct name? The 
journal in which it appeared? The year and volume? Whether you're 
assisting a library patron in writing a paper, researching a scholarly 
study, o r  borrowing a n  article from another library through a n  
interlibrary loan, it 's essential that  you know. And the Science 
Citation Index tells vou. like no other combination of references - - 
available anywhere.* 
In study after  study, the Science Citation Index has demonstrated 
its ability to identify specific items of  the world's scientific and 
technical literature with an ease, speed, accuracy, and thoroughness 
that make it indispensable to scientific, medical, and technical 
libraries both large and small. 
And the new 5-Year Cumulative SCI@-covering all of  the 
scientific disciplines for the years 1965 through 1969 in a single 
reference - virtually guarantees that you'll find and validate the 
information about almost any paper ever published. S o  there's no  
need to waste time looking through all the other indexes it might 
be in. What's more, the new 5-Year SCI takes less than half the 
space of the five annual issues it replaces. 
You owe your library patrons, your staff, and yourself the con- 
venience, the authority, and the unrivaled efficiency of the new 
5-Year SCI. Find out more about how it can save you time and 
money. Write for our new brochure. 
Institute for Scientific Information 
Dept. 26289, 325 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 19106, Tel: (215) 923-3300 
INTRODUCING THE MOST 
COMPREHENSIVE BOOK 
EVER PUBLISHED 
ON BOOKS THATAREN'T 
BEING PUBLISHED. 
Newly revised for 1971, the 664-page Xerox Out-of-Print Book 
Catalog is substantially more comprehensive than the nearest contender - 
the 490-page 1970 Xerox Catalog. 
This year's version lists 45,000 titles, malung us again the 
largest out-of-print book publisher in the world. 
Missing from this otherwise complete catalog are some 10,000 
other titles that we'll publish this year.They're not listed for an excellent 
ireason: we don't know what they are yet. 
Every year, in response to thousands of requests, we track down 
out-of-print books, put them on microfilm, and publish them 
xerographically. In quantities as small or large as requested. 
That way, librarians and scholars end up with books they 
might not otherwise have, and we end up with more titles in our catalog. 
(TO keep you up-to-date on these new findings, we also publish 
'The 0 - P  Bookfinder as a monthly supplement.) 
Write us for your copy, free of charge. If you're ever loolung for an 
out-of-print title, chances are good you'll find it there. 
But if you can't find it in our catalog, you can always consult a 
more comprehensive source. 
us.  
,------------------------------------------- 
University Microfilms I I 
Dept. U1 I I 
300 North Zeeb Road I I 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103 I I 
Please send me a free copy of the 1971 Xerox Out-of-Print / 
Book Catalog. I 
I 
Name I  
I 
Street I I 
I 
I City State Z i p -  I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A  
University Microfilms 
Dept 111 300 North Zeeb Koad,Ann Aihar  b h i h  48103 
A . E m "  COMehN. XEROX, 
the 
Once you've tried our subscription sew- F. W. Faxon Co., Inc.. is the only fully 
ice, i t  will be easy to forget the drudgery automated library subscription agency in 
of ordering and re-ordering periodicals for the world -and now you can put our com- 
your library. That's because our IBM 360/40 puter on your team - when you order your 
computer does the work for you - promptly, subscriptions through our automated facili- 
accurately and efficiently. We call it "till ties. Send for our descriptive brochure and 
forbidden" service - automatic annual re- annual librarians' guide. 
newal of your subscriptions. 
over 40,000 domestic and foreign library periodicals annual librarians' guide 
specialists in sewing college, university, public, school, corporate and special libraries 
eighty-five years of continuous sewice to libraries most modern facilities 
Library business is our only business - since 1886 
1 I V V I 11 15 Southwest Park. Westwood. ~assachuseks 02090 
NEW FROM WILSON 
AT BOOTHS 249&250 
Annotated List of United States 
Government Publications Available to 
Depository Libraries 
Book Selection and Intellectual Freedom 
Essay and General Literature Index, 
1965- 1969 Volume 
Fiction Catalog 
Junior High School Library Catalog, 
2nd Edition 
The Outlook for Western Europe 
Problems of Mass Transportation 
Protecting Our Environment 
Representative American Speeches: 
1 969- 1 970 
Turmoil on the Campus 
University Library Administration 
West Africa Today 
THE 
H. W. WILSON 
COMPANY 
950 University Avenue 
Bronx, New York 10452 
Front 
K e e ~  your eye on the front 
folders.*~hey explain how we I 
1 almost double your filing 
lacity in the same space 
you're now using. I 
We .. figured t h t  q .l the .l only tir 
need space to pull a drawer o u ~  is 
when you pull the drawer out 
So we used that space for 
another file. Now we've got 
two rows of files where there 
used to be one. 
The front row moves from 
side.The back row moves in and out 
Now picture the same set- 
up with as many tiers and 
sections as you'd like. 
It's called the Conserv-a-file 
Vby Supreme. And it took two 
Supreme inventions to make it. 
First we invented the 
Conserv-a-file Rollout, the idea 
of lateral (wide-side) file 
cabinets. 
Then we thought of fitting 
them with front runners. 
Which. when vou think abo 
is how supreme got to be the 
front runner in filing innovation. 
For libraries, the Conserv-a- 
file V concept is- a real blessing 
in these davs of c ram~ed  
quarters a id  costly space. Your 
book capacity is suddenly, 
dramatically increased. Use 
Conserv-a-file V for a simple 
installation with the sleek, 
colorful equipment just as it 
comes from the plant. Or 
incorporate it into a more 
traditional installation as shown 
here. Either way, it pays for 
itself over and over again. 
For comdete details. contact 
Supreme ~ G u i ~ m e n t  & systems 
Corp., 170 53rd Street, Brooklyn, 
New York 11232. (212) 492-7777 
~onserv-a-file fby supreme. 
Finders. Keepers. 
COST At  an average cost of less than $14.00 per reel or cartridge, THERE IS NO LOWER PRICE 
for this set. Updating service costs little more than the binding of a year's paper issues. 
CONVENIENCE Self-contained, automatic-threading cartridges of the customerrs choice 
are available as well as reels at NO ADDITIONAL COST. 
COMPACTNESS The microfilm edition consumes LESS THAN 5% of the space required 
to house the same material in hard copy. 
EFFICIENCY SEARCHING TIME IS REDUCED 80%. The user of the microfilm edition can 
conduct a search seated at a reader-printer within easy reach of the full file. A search (complete 
to  print-out) which can be completed in 1 day using the microfilm edition requires a full week 
using hard copy, even where the volumes are shelved in a forward area. 
QUALITY All copies are highest quality silver halide microfilm processed in accordance 
with ARCHIVAL standards set by the National Bureau of Standards. 
COMPLETENESS The entire backfile from volume 1 (1872) through volume 881 (1970) 
i s  available immediately. Standing orders are accepted for 1971 and future years. 
DELIVERY All orders will be shipped PRE-PAID within 30 days. 
16mm Prices Effective April 1,1971 (different prices apply for 35rnm - please inquire) 
SPECIAL OFFER SPECIAL OFFER 
Backfile (1872-1967) . . . $6,900.00 Complete Latest 20 Years (1951-1970) . . . $2,400.00 Complete 
1872-1880. . . . .14.00 per year 1903-191 7. . . . ,105.00 per year 1941-1947. . . . . 75.00 per year 
1881.1891, . . . .30.00 per year 1918-1927. . . . . 75.00 per year 1948-1964. . . . .100.00 per year 
1892.1902, . . . .65.00 per year 1928-1940. . . . ,105.00 per year 1965-1970. . . . ,195.00 per year 
Standing Order 1971+. . . . ,195.00 per year 
PRINCETON MICROFILM CORPORATION 
ALEXANDER ROAD. PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 TELEPHONE: 609 452-2066 
What will The N e w  York Times Film 
{evtews (1 91 3,1968) do for your patrons 
hat no other single reference source can? 
It will help them trace an actor's career 
-and see how contemporary critics evalu- 
ted his performances. It will tell when a 
Im was released and what it was all about. 
t udl  help identify a film when all that's 
nown is the director's name or the corn, 
any that produced it. 
And it will provide easy access to reviews 
of 17,000 motion pictures. Not excerpts, 
nor abstracts, but the complete crittques as 
they originally appeared. Arranged chrono. 
logically in five volumes. 
The index alone i s  a virtuol encyclopedia 
of filmmaking. Included in the 1,300,page 
volume are over 250,000 entries-arranged 
according.to (1) name of actor, writer, di, 
rector, etc., 62) title of film, (3) name of 
production company. 
There's also a "portrait gallery" with 
photos of some 2,000 actors and actresses.. . 
plus year,by,year summaries of award 
winners. 
Let us send you The N e w  York Ttmes 
Film Reviews (191 3-1 968) for 30 days on 
approval. See for yourself why hundreds of 
libraries are already using it. 
Write to: The New York Times, Li- 
brary and Information Services Division, 
Dept. SL-480B, 229 West 43d Street, New 
York, N.Y. 10036. 
If this collection on1 answered questions about 
ilms-it would be avit -3 reference source. 
But it also has 17,000 complete reviews and a 
!50,000-entry index. 
Six volumes mcluding index 
Each volume: 9%'' x 121/2" 
Total pages: 4,961 
THE Nk\ ORK TIMI S FILM RBVIEWS 
- --- 
s, ~ n ~ r r - T w c s a  
once  rn the not .o lo.. 5#, lN 
were lnrormcd wllh . ~ n  .1, 
menee than tuct t h d  U II* 
8. no l-uzhtnr m r l u r .  li ¶SR C 
L.dy whxh cam. 1. UU 
YI.lard., pmva II 
comedy r.tth s a p t m  J 
1lh.v.l bed.ubmi of 1.w. L 
Wkra srver.1 freedom. rW N. 
P r m  Ithert~r. with t ~  
end I O U B ~ .  at IUSIIC.-~I I. b 
mrti , rs i  or moods h d  emm4 .r 
from RAND ... 
OVER 400 RESEARCH 
REPORTS AND 
PROFESSIONAL 
PAPERS A YEAR 
From mini computers 
to pollution to 
space shuttles for 
satellite recovery, 
Rand's unclassified 
research publications, 
a record of scientific 
and social inquiry 
unique in range and 
depth, are available 
by annual subscription 
to libraries and 
special information 
centers throughout 
the world. 
Continuous mailings. 
Completely indexed. 
$300 in the U.S.; $325 
abroad--60% less than 
the same publications 
purchased separately. 
Address inquiries and 
purchase orders to 
Tom Cockrell 
Department of 
Communications 
The Rand Corporation 
1700 Main Street 
Santa Monica 
California 90406 
CALIFORNIA'S 
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS 
LISTED Alphabetically I Geographically Classified by product 
18,000 plants with 4 or more employees 
Companies listed alphabetically with 
address, phone, executive names, 
products or services, number of 
employees, S.I.C. number. 
Plants listed geographically by city and 
county. 
Over 1,700 product classifications. 
OFFICIAL DIRECTORY PUBLICATION OF 
CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS ASSOC. 
LIMITED EDITION 
1971 California Manufacturers Register 
$50 postpaid-plus tax in Calif. 
Descripfive brochure upon requesf. 
CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS REGISTER 
Published by 
TIMES MIRROR PRESS 
TIMES MIRROR 
11 15 SOUTH BOYLE AVENUE 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90023 
(21 3) 268-8261 
LETTERS 
Insulting Librarians? 
Miss Ladendorf's article in the Dec 1970 
issue of Special Libraries is the most knowing 
and accurate diagnosis of libraries and li- 
brarians I have ever read! And to think she 
perseveres in her profession despite such 
knowledge is even more a credit to her! 
Although I have no library science degree, 
I have two others, and my law firm thinks 
of me as a librarian, and pays me more than 
most positions I see advertised. I love the 
research work involved, and searching other 
libraries for books we do not possess. What 
keeps me from going back to school for my 
MLS? Libraries and librarians I have met. 
I t  is no wonder that only 10% of the popula- 
tion use public libraries. T h e  librarians are 
guardians; and they do take a perverse 
pleasure in letting others know how stupid 
they are in not knowing where everything is. 
I would personally rather roam around and 
try to find things for myself, rather than ask 
and risk being insulted. 
ISut RIiss Ladendorf is correct in assuming 
the special librarian is a rather different breed 
of cat. If I can find a good law library and a 
librarian to go with it, it is a real pleasure 
to work. ~ o s t  of them are more th in  help- 
ful. T h e  salvation of the profession, as far 
as changing the "image" goes, lies with spe- 
cial librarians. North Star Research is a 
lucky company to find Miss Ladendorf. 
~ h a n k s - f o r  letting me know it is not just 
I who senses the need for change in librar- 
- 
ianship. Paul D. Houge, Librarian 
Berlack, Israels & Liberman 
New York, N.Y. 10004 
Whose Charisma? 
Where does Dr. Penland meet the special 
librarians he writes about-the ones who say, 
"I have never had a patron in my library 
who did not know exactly  what he wanted"? 
[Patrick R. Penland / Overcoming the Frig- 
idity of Special Librarians. Sprcinl Libraries 
62 (no.1) ~ . l - 7  (Jan 1971)l I have never met 
them, at  least not cognitively. Perhaps we 
meet different librarians; the ones I know 
are not noticeably impressed by charisma. 
But our disagreements dissolve in my 
wholehearted agreement with one statement, 
particularly relevant to Dr. Penland's own 
article: "The word 'frigidity' in  the title is 
intended as a wry comment on the power of 
charisma and of verbiage.' " Precisely. 
Elizabeth K.  Tomlinson 
University of Maryland, College Park, Md. 20740 
CCM Information Corporation 
1971-72 Programs and Services 
CCM Information Corporation is a publisher 
of information services effectively utilizing 
microform and computer processing. Fields 
covered: Science, Technology, Education, 
Guidance, Social Sciences. 
PERIODICALS 
Pandex Current Index to Scientific 
and Technical Literature 
Current Index to Conference Papers in Life, 
Physical, and Engineering Sciences 
World Meetings, United States and Canada 
World Meetings, Outside United States 
and Canada 
Calls for Papers: U.S. and Canada 
7 Life Science Abstract Services: 
Microbiology Abstracts, 
Section A, Industrial 
Microbiology Abstracts, Section B, 
General and Bacteriology 
Aquatic Biology Abstracts 
Virology Abstracts 
Calcified Tissue Abstracts 
Genetics Abstracts 
Entomology Abstracts 
Transdex: Guide and Index to 
U.S. Government JPRS Translations of 
Documents from Eastern Europe, 
U.S.S.R., Asia, Africa, Latin America 
Sci/Tech Quarterly Index 
to U.S. Government Translations 
Current Index to Journals in Education 
Current Literature Awareness 
Service Series: Reading 
Bibliography of Agriculture 
BOOKS 
The College Blue Book 
Blue Book of Occupational Education 
Overseas Opportunities for American 
Educators 
Recent Research in Reading, 
a Bibliography, 1966-1969 
The ERIC Educational Documents Index 
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors 
Directory of Educational 
Information Resources 
Environmental Pollution: 
A Guide to Current Research 
Translations of Chinese, 
Russian, and Other Iron-Curtain Books 
New York State Union List of Serials 
Engineering Index Thesaurus 
Computer Programs Directory (ACM) 
Carter's Guide to Information 
in the Computer Sciences 
Meek's Glossary 
of Computer Terminology 
MICROFILM AND 
MICROFICHE SERVICES 
Pandex Current Index to Scientific 
and Technical Literature 
The Reading Micro-Library 
Education Journal Articles 
in Microfiche 
Transdex: Original Documents: 
Eastern Europe, U.S.S. R., Asia, Africa, 
Latin America 
MAGNETIC TAPE SERVICES 
Pandex Current Index to Scientific 
and Technical Literature 
Current Index to Conference Papers 
Transdex: Guide and Index to Government 
JPRS Translation of Documents from 
Eastern Europe, U.S.S.R., Asia, 
Africa, Latin America 
Research in Education 
Bibliography of Agriculture 
Current Index to Journals in Education 
ADDITIONAL SERVICES 
Bibliographic Computer and Software 
Services 
For further information, please write t o :  
CCM lnformation Corporation 
A Subsidiary of Crowell Collier and Macmillan, Inc. 
909 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022 
Shaker 'Spirit' Drawings 
Ann Novotny 
Research Reports, New York, N.Y. 10025 
THE SHAKERS put their "hands to 
work and hearts to God," and produced 
unusually beautiful furniture, buildings, 
Ilaskets and countless other carefully 
hand-made objects. Today, these are all 
well known antl admired for their ele- 
gance, austerity of line, and functional in- 
genuity. For several years, original Sllaker 
Iurniture and objects have brought ex- 
tremely Iiigh prices on the American an- 
tiq ues market. 
Shaker 'Spirit' drawings, 011 the other 
liantl, are scarcely known at all. They are 
nlucli rarer than tlle Shakers' other handi- 
work. l 'hey add an interesting new tli- 
melision to our understanding of tlie 
Shakers' culture. Like the Shaker build- 
ings antl furniture, the drawings are syin- 
metrical, precise antl rnodest-but they 
give 11s a rather startling glimpse of the 
intenze color, mystirisin antl exultation 
pervading tlle Shakers' inner life, con- 
cealed from the world. 'The 'Spirit' draw- 
ings can be understood only as an aspect 
of tlle Sliakel-s' history and religious be- 
liefs. 
Origin of the Shakers 
In 17'74, an English mystic, 38-year-old 
Mother Ann Lee, received one of her 
nlany Heavenly visions. Slie was directed 
to sail to America with eight of her dis- 
ciples-known as tlie Shaking Quakers 
I~ecause of their ecstatic tremblings dur- 
ing worship, unlike that of tlie more sub- 
dued Quakers. On tlie eve of the Revolu- 
tion, 1776, Mother Ann settled with her 
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small band 01 followers in  what is now 
\\'atelvliet, N.Y., and established 'The 
United Society of Kelievers in Christ's 
Setontl ~ o r n i & '  (as they called them- 
helve\) in America. Next, tlie big commu- 
nity in New Lelmlon, N.Y., was tountletl. 
~ & l r e t l s  of converts joined the sect, 
swept up  in tlle 'Great Awakening' of 
the revival movements, until Ijy the mid- 
ttle ot t ~ i e  19th centurv there wire several 
thousand Shakers living in 18 communi- 
ties, in New York, New England, Ken- 
tucky, Ohio and Indiana. 
Way of Life 
Absolutely no "charts, pictures or 
paintings" of ;uly kind were allowed to 
tlesecrxte the walls of the "dwelling- 
i.oonls, shops or offices" of the\e commu- 
nities, according to their Millennia1 
Laws. As if in monasteries, Shaker men 
and women lived in pure austerity-in 
stark contrast to the way in which their 
worldly contemporaries clierislied par- 
lors crammed with pictul-es, \\.ax Ilowers, 
stufi'etl birds beside tlie ottoman. 1~1usli 
, L 
and velvet, curtain tassles, and ruffles on 
tlie limbs of the rosewood piano. Tlie 
S11;ikei.s allowed only useful oljjects in- 
side their walls-and the Ixauty of the 
tliii~gs tliey designed came from function- 
;~lisni antl exquisite craftsmanship. They 
1)elievetl tllat "all superfluities shut out 
t l ~ e  sense of God." Tlieii. I~~~i l t l ings  were 
perfectly propor~ioned, spotlessly clean, 
i ~ t l t l  filled with sunliglic. 
411 earthly property was owned antl 
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administered by a system of simple conl- 
munism. Work was a joyf~tl part of wor- 
ship, and even the humblest workshop 
or dairy was a sanctuary. \?'itlldrawing 
from 'the World' in all respects, even 
that of physical desire, the Shaker men 
and women obeyed a rule of strict celi- 
bacy (the only concession made to con- 
verted couples was that, if the man be- 
came ill, his former wife was assigned to 
nurse him in the sick room). Orphans 
and converted families contin~~ecl to swell 
the ranks until the last part of the 19th 
century, and the Shakers seem to have 
been very fond of children. I'Vorking in 
tlle fields, preparing their medicines and 
garden seeds, making their clocks, chairs 
and baskets, the Shakers lived simple 
lives of self-discipline and religious opti- 
mism, ready for the millennium, the "new 
,Jerusalem," tlle Second Coming. The  
Shakers at Hancock, Massachusetts, 
rianlecl their com~nunity tlie City of Peace. 
Mysticism 
Ceremonial ecstatic dances, spiritual 
songs, and messages mysteriously received 
from Heaven marked their worship, 
through which a deep strain of mysticism 
ran. The  glorious riches of the "resurrec- 
tion life" were often described in alle- 
gorical terms in songs and verbal testi- 
monies. During their services, Shakers 
had visions, spoke in strange tongues, 
met and baptized ghosts of dead Indians, 
Fan-"Words from Mother Ann" 
19th Century Inspirational Drawing- 
"Consider the Lilies . . ." 
Shaker Muceum, Old Chatham, N . Y .  
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Thr Metropolitan Museum of  Ar t ,  Friends o f  the Amer- 
ican W i n g  Fund, 1966 
SPECIAL IBRARIES 
From Mother Ann to Amy Reed 
E Design in many colors on white paper with a slight bluish cast. 15%" x 9%". Probable instrument, Sister Eleanor Potter. 
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watched angels dance, received invisible 
gifts (Heavenly crowns, trumpets, foods, 
flowers and jewels), and, of course, 
whirled and shook in the way that gave 
them their popular name. 
A sudden intensification of this mysti- 
cism took place in the decade 1837-1847, 
called "the New Era of Manifestations," 
"Motl~er Ann's Second Coming" (she had 
died in l784), or "Mother Ann's Work." 
i t  all began in August 1837, when sev- 
eral young schoolgirls in the Watervliet 
community went into a trance and began 
to shake and whirl with an intensity 
never seen before. As one Shaker histo- 
rian described it: 
"At their early bedtime, they were put 
to bed by their caretakers, but, uncon- 
scious of their surroundings, with arms 
in motion as if flying, they were wander- 
ing in beautiful fields and groves, in 
delightful gardens were gathering de- 
licious fruits, plucking I~eautiful flowers, 
laughing, singing and chattering, as chil- 
dren would with dear and trusted 
friends." 
This went on for several days and 
nights. Adults caught the hehavibr and 
produced a new flood of songs, dances 
and 'inspired' prose. T h e  excitement 
spread to other communities, and by the 
end of 1838 the new spiritualism was in 
full tide everywhere. By 1842 it was at 
its height, and in that year every commu- 
nity cleared a holy 'Feast Ground' on 
top of a nearby hill and began to hold, 
~wice a year, elaborate rituals during 
which visions and Heavenly gifts were 
more plentiful than ever before. 
The Style of Drawings 
The  earliest known Shaker inspired or 
'Spirit' drawings were made at this time, 
dated 1843. These drawings are very per- 
sonal: they record the private visions or 
Heavenly gifts received by their design- 
ers. The  artists, all of whom were ama- 
teurs, had only a religious motive-to 
use graphic design and color, together 
with words, to communicate the exulta- 
tion they felt. 'Spirit' drawings were 
made in many of the 18 communities. 
They continued to be produced for sev- 
eral years after the spiritual revival had 
died down; drawings-were made through 
the 1850's, and the very last may not 
have been made until 1882. 
Almost all of the 'Spirit' drawings that 
have survived the years were shown in 
the summer of 1970 in an unusual exhi- 
bition, "The Gift of inspiration: Keli- 
gious Art of the Shakers," at the restored 
Hancock Shaker Village (settled by the 
Shakers in 1780), on one tllousand acres 
of farmland a few miles west of Pittsfield, 
hIassachusetts. Of the 55 drawings ex- 
hibited, 24 came from the collection of 
the Hancock Shaker Village itself. T h e  
others were on loan from The  Shaker 
Museum, Old Chatham, N.Y.; The  New 
York Public Library; The  Western Ke- 
serve Historical Society, Cleveland; T h e  
Philadelphia hluseunl of Art; T h e  Ohio 
Historical Society, Columbus; The  Berk- 
shire Athenaeum, I'ittsfieltl; the Abby 
Al(lrich KockefeIler Folk Art Collection, 
\.\~illiamsburg, Va.; The  Metropolitan 
hlwaeum of Art. New York: and several 
private collections. 
The  drawings were displayed at Han- 
cock in cln-onological order. The  earliest 
drawings were little more than annotated 
charts-plans of Heavenly gardens or 
geometric drawings of features of the 
spiritual world. "This Is the BouncIIess 
Space That  Surrounds the City of Saints," 
explained the creator of one of them, 
Tames hlott of Union, Ohio, in 
18-11. Drawings from 18.13 to 1845 were 
usually neatly executed in pen and blue 
(or black) ink on white paper. Hancock's 
curator, Eugene M. Dotld, says, "most of 
them are a s  rigidly diagrammatic as the 
ground-plans of the Shakers' buildings." 
Neat rows of tiny handwriting-placed 
~ - 
at angles on the paper, often in ovals, 
rectangles or triangles-explained the 
meaning of the vision. As the New York 
Times critic Hilton Kramer wrote, "these 
drawing$ suggest at times a clo~er esem- 
blance to certain forms of Islamic art 
than to anything in the Christian tradi- 
tion." 
Some of the early drawings are simply 
called "Sacred Sheet" or "Calligraphic 
Drawing." hf05t have longer and more 
tlramatic titles. "A Sacred Sheet Sent 
A Present from Mother Ann to Mary H. artist unknown 1848 
Ink and watercolor on paper. This important drawing is a Shaker inspirational 
drawing by an unknown scribe who received inspiration directly from the spirit of Mother 
Ann, the Shaker embodiment of Christ's Second Appearance. 
Mother Ann Lee died in 1784, but in 1837 her second coming was forecast by a group 
of schoolgirls in the Watervliet Community. In 1938 one of the guiding Church Order 
was possessed by the spirit of Mother Ann and delivered a message as her "instrument" 
in which the "avenues of the spirit world were set open." 
In the decade of the second appearance of Ann Lee, inspirational messages, spiritual 
presentations, and divine revelations abounded. This drawing, a "gift" to one of the 
members of a celibate Shaker community in New Lebanon, New York, is a symbolic 
representation of the ioys of Shaker heaven. 
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from Holy Mother Wisdom, by Her 
Holy Angel of Many Signs for Sister 
Adah Zillall Potter" was drawn by that 
lady at New Lebanon in March 1843. In 
January of the next year, two other 
women at New Lebanon recorded "Holy 
Wisdom's Word Written Within Her 
Golden Wheel; From Holy Holy Wis- 
dom to Her Beloved Ones Eldress Ruth 
& Sister Asenath." On April 15, 1844, 
"The Word of the Holy Heavenly Fa- 
ther, to a Daughter of His Love . . ." 
came down to Sarah Ann Standish of 
New Lebanon, who three years later 
made the drawing "From Holy Mother 
Wisdom to Sarah Ann Standish." 
Deuelopment of Color 
Color crept in gradually. White paper 
was displaced by papers in off-white, 
light blue, pink, light green, yellow and 
even rose. The  original blue ink was 
joined by inks of red ("Mother's Banner 
of Love and Comfort" by Rebecca Lan- 
don, March 1845) and brown ("From 
Holy Mother Wisdom to Betsey Bates," 
April 1847). Water-color was used cau- 
tiously at first, the first shade on display 
being a delicate yellow chosen by Eldress 
Ruth and Sister Asenath, mentioned 
above, in January 1814. Water-colors of 
red, green and black were combined with 
black ink in an anonymous "Calligraphic 
Drawing," probably from 1844. Bright 
green paint coated one side of a leaf- 
shaped cutout, "A MTorcl of Notice, Love 
and Blessing, from Abraham of Old, the 
Father of the Faithful, to Br. Rufus 
Bishop," designed in February 1845. Red 
and blue wash supplemented blue ink 
in a message sent "From Holy Mother 
T\Tisdom to Hannah Ann Treadway" of 
New Lebanon in April 1845. 
Color became bolder and clearer as the 
style of the 'Spirit' drawings developed, 
and after 1846 bright water-color or tem- 
pera was used in almost every drawing. 
When Hannah Cohoon of Hancock used 
tempera to paint "The Tree of Light or 
Blazing Tree" in October 1845, she gave 
the tree green leaves and a brown trunk, 
then painted brilliant red tongues of 
flame radiating from the leaves. 
This kind of colorful, fruit-bearing 
mystical tree became a well-established 
type of 'Spirit' drawing. Another early 
example, made in December 1846 by 
Phebe Smith of MTatervliet, is "A Fruit- 
bearing Tree, a Cedar of Paradise," 
which has dark green leaves, and stands 
beside a bright gold chair and fountain. 
(The same Sister Phebe painted fruits 
of colorful red, violet and blue in her 
record of "A Golden Crown of Comfort 
and Rest from Heavy Sufferings, Given 
by Father William to Elder Rufus Bishop, 
Brought and Revealed by James Wardley 
Junior," also dated December 1846.) 
Nine years after her "Tree of Light" 
Hannah Cohoon created a drawing 
now recognized as "one of the out- 
standing productions of American folk 
art," according to Hancock's curator; it 
is "Your Tree Is the Tree of Life," of 
1854. A multicolored "Heavenly Tree" 
painted in Hancock in December 1855 
was given flowers, fruits and leaves of 
red, yellow, blue and green. Two or three 
colors were used at once for many of the 
leaves, fruits and flowers in "A Tree of 
Love, a Tree of Life," made at Hancock 
in August 1857. 
The Symbols 
Trees were only one of the many col- 
orful and complex symbols used in the 
'Spirit' drawings. The  sun, moon and 
stars appeared in drawings of 1845. 
Other pictures are decorated with tiny 
buildings (Shaker in architectural de- 
sign). There are lilies and roses and 
flowers of all descriptions, as well as 
fruit, sometimes the central symbol of 
the drawing-"A Little Basket Full of 
Beautiful Apples" was painted by Han- 
nah Cohoon in June 1856. The  flowers 
and fruit were often "gifts" that the art- 
ist I d  received, as were the many crowns, 
wreaths and trumpets. 
Some symbols were derived from the 
Bible-cloves, crosses, tables of wipe and 
pails of holy water. Others, like "an in- 
strument of music from Father James," 
alluded to the Shakers' own history. As 
curator Eugene Dodd has explained, 
many drawings represented the walled 
city of the New Terusalem, "with foun- 
- 
tains, flowers, streets of gold and melotli- 
ous birds, while a prominent clock-face 
(never shown pointing to the same hour) 
alludes to the ever-inlminent apocalypse: 
'Watch and pray, for ye know not the 
hour of My Coming.' " Some of the sym- 
bols, such as a beehive and a plate of 
cakes, are charmingly homely. The  in- 
tricacy of detail is amazing. 
The  meaning of many of the symbols 
is explained by Edward Deming Andrews 
and Faith Andrews in their book, Vi- 
sions of the Heavenly Sphere. For ex- 
ample: ". . . apples usually represent 
love; cherries, hope; pears, faith; straw- 
berries, union; roses, love or chastity. 
Chains are emblems of union and 
strength. Yet often an object may have 
diverse meanings. A rose may also sig- 
nify patience, perseverance, charity, faith, 
or some other virtue. A colored ball may 
represent light, love, or comfort. Many 
precious and rare objects-golden chairs, 
jeweled crowns, treasure chests, exotic 
blooms-serve to express the wonder of 
the 'heavenly sphere.' Biblical symbols 
are also used: the burning bush, the all- 
seeing eye, the bower of mulberry trees, 
the ship of safety, altars, crosses, and 
angels" (p.5). 
"Rewards" 
Some of the most charming drawings 
were called "rewards" by the Shakers. 
These are small paper cutouts, often as 
small as 4 inches square, in the shapes of 
hearts, olive leaves or fans. On both sides 
of the paper tiny hand-written poems 
and messages gave praise and encourage- 
ment to the named recipient. Half a 
dozen of the "rewards" exhibited at Han- 
cock were: "The Word of the Holy Holy 
God of Israel, T o  a Servant of His Choice 
. . . Philemon Stewart" (pen and blue 
ink on light blue heart-shaped paper, 
1844); "The Word of the Holy Heavenly 
Father, to a Son of His Delight and 
Pleasure . . . Daniel Boler" (pen and 
blue ink on white heart-shaped paper, 
1814); "A Word of Love and Blessing 
from Abraham of Old, the Father of the 
Faithful" (cutout in shape of an olive 
leaf, light green on one side, 1844); "The 
Word of the Holy Heavenly Father, to 
a Child of His Delight . . . James Good- 
win" (pen and blie ink o n  pink heart- 
shaped paper, ca. 1844); "The Word of 
the Holy Heavenly Father to a Babe of 
His Love . . . Emma Jane Blanchard" 
(pen and blue ink on light blue heart- 
shaped paper, ca. 1844); "Words from 
hlother Ann" (wen and black and red 
\I 
ink on gray-white paper, cut in the shape 
of a fan, 1847). Within their decorated 
borders, these lovely little "rewards" are 
embellished with nearly the whole range 
of mystical symbols used in the larger 
' ~ ~ i r & '  drawings-hearts, crowns, roses, 
doves, candles and clocks among them. 
The  Shaker 'Spirit' drawings survived 
into this centurv onlv because their cre- 
ators and recipients did not regard them 
as works of art. For decades, they re- 
mained in Shaker ~ i n e  closets and desks, 
hidden from the curious eyes of the 
World, cherished as souvenirs of a pre- 
cious and private religious experience. 
Today, we value them as one of the most 
exquisite and least familiar forms of 
19th-century American folk art. Hilton 
Kramer called them "a sheer delight." 
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A Newspaper Reference Library 
A Suggested List of Basic Books 
Josephine R. Johnson 
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times,  Louisville, Kentucky 
THE LIST of books presented here as- 
sumes the presence in newspaper librar- 
ies of at least one of the standard ency- 
clopedias and an unabridged dictionary. 
These suggested added titles will imple- 
ment the clippings files and provide 
quick research sources for information 
which might not be available in other 
reference tools in the library. 
Almanacs: 
Information Please Almanac. Annual, Si- 
mon and Schuster Publ. Co., 1 W. 39th 
St., N.Y. 10018. $2.95. 
h7ew York T imes  Encyclopedic Almanac 
-1970. Annual beginning 1970, New 
York Times-Book and Educational Di- 
vision, 229 W. 43rd St., N.Y. 10036. $2.95. 
World Almanac. Annual, Doubleday and 
Co., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. $2.75. 
Other excellent almanacs are those pub- 
lished by the Philadelphia Bulletin and 
the Providence Journal. 
Dictionaries (Special): 
Black's Law Dictionary. West Publishing 
Co., 50 W. Kellogg Blvd., St Paul, Minn. 
55102. (approx.) $12.00. Note: This vol- 
ume also includes the Canons or Codes 
of Judicial Ethics and of Professional 
Ethics as well as a listing of the require- 
ments for passing the bar examinations 
of each state. 
Dorland's Zllust,rated Medical Dictionary. 
W.  B. Saunders Co., W. Washington 
Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. $13.00 
(for 1965 edition). 
World Book Dictionary (2 v.). Field En- 
terprises Educational Corporation, Box 
3565, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago, 
Ill. 60654. Annual. $29.50. Nole: This is 
a general dictionary but is included in 
this list because of its excellence in the 
field of new words coming into the lan- 
guage. 
General Reference: 
Ayer's Newspaper Directory. Annual, 
N .  W. Ayer & Sons, W. Washington 
Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. $40.00. 
Book of the States. Biennial with two 
supplements, Council of State Govern- 
ments, Iron Works Pike, Lexington, Ky. 
40505. $15.00 for all three parts. Note: 
The supplements implement the com- 
prehensive state information of the basic 
volume by giving complete listings of 
the elective and appointive officials. 
Chase Calendar of Annual Events. An- 
nual, Apple Tree Press, Box 1012, Flint, 
Mich. 48501. $3.00. ATole: If you want to 
know about any event celebrated prac- 
tically anywhere for any rea5on here is 
your source. 
(Continues on page 176) 
North of the Border 
Basic Books for a Canadian Newspaper Reference Library 
David A. Rhydwen 
T h e  Globe  and Mail ,  Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
THE LIST of reference books that fol- 
lows is presented as a basis for a Cana- 
dian newspaper library. Where dates are 
necessary, they are listed. Most of the 
books are annuals or continuing services 
and, as such, have no date indicated. 
Yearbooks 
Canadian Almanac  and Directory. To- 
ronto, Copp Clark. 
McGraw-Hil l  Directory and Almanac  of 
Canada. McGraw-Hill. 
Canada. Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Canada Year Book .  Ottawa, Queen's 
Printer. 
Canadian A n n u a l  Rev iew of Public  Af -  
fairs. Toronto, University of Toronto 
Press. 
In format ion  Please Almanac.  New York, 
Simon & Schuster. 
Wor ld  Almanac  and Book  of Facts. New 
York, Newspaper Enterprise Associa- 
tion, Inc. 
United States. Bureau of the Census. Sta- 
tistical Abstract of t he  Uni ted  States. 
Washingon, U.S. Goverment Printing 
Office. 
Whitaker, Joseph. Almanack.  London, 
Whitaker. 
Statesman's Year-Book: A Statistical and 
Historical Annual of the States of the 
World. London, Macmillan. 
Encyclopedias 
Encyclopedia Canadiana. Ottawa, The  
Canadiana Co., 1965. 
Encyclopaedia Britannica. Chicago, En- 
cyclopaedia Bri tannica, Inc. 
Biographical Works 
Canadian Who ' s  W h o .  Toronto, Trans- 
Canada Press. 
Wallace, W. Stewart. T h e  Alacmillan Dic- 
tionary of Canadian Biography. 3d ed. 
Toronto, Macmillan. 
Who's  W h o .  London, Black. 
W h o  W a s  W h o .  London, Black. 
Who's  W h o  i n  America. Chicago, Mar- 
quis. 
W h o  W a s  W h o  i n  America. Chicago, 
Marquis. 
. 
Canadian Parliamentary Guide .  Ottawa, 
Parliamentary Guide. 
Johnson, J. K., ed. T h e  Canadian Direc- 
tory of Parliament, 1867-1967. Ottawa, 
Queen's Printer, 1968. 
Burke's Peerage. London, Burke's Peer- 
age. 
(Continues o n  page 177) 
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A Newspaper Reference Library 
(contd. from page 174) 
Congressional Directory. See Oficial Con- 
gwssional Directory. 
Editor and Publisher Yearbook. Editor 
and Publisher Co., 850 Third Ave., N.Y. 
10022. $10.00. Note: This source gives 
much valuable information about news- 
papers published in and out of the 
United States. It has full addresses, phone 
numbers, names and titles of key person- 
nel, circulation figures and syndicates. 
I t  limits itself to newspapers whereas 
Ayer's D i ~ e c i o r ~  includes-magazines, but 
Ayer's is not as complete or detailed. 
Facts on File. A weekly digest of world, 
national and miscellaneous information. 
Facts on File, 119 W. 57th St., N.Y. 
10019. $200.00. h'ote: This service is well 
indexed and the index is cumulative. Ex- 
cellent especially for newspaper libraries 
which do not clip national and interna- 
tional information. This company is also 
publishing a service called Editorials on 
File. 
Municipal Yearbook. Annual. Interna- 
national City Managers' Association, 
1313 E. 60th St., Chicago, Ill. 60637. 
$12.00. Note: This source is excellent for 
detailed information as well as compre- 
hensive studies on municipalities and 
municipal problems. I t  also lists officials 
and other pertinent information in tabu- 
lar form. 
Oficinl Congressional Directory. Annual, 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov- 
ernment Printing Office, Washington, 
D.C. 20402. $4.00. Catalog no. Y4.P93/1 
(plus number of Congress). Note: This 
inclusive, valuable reference source of in- 
formation about Congress and the fed- 
eral government is published in March 
of the odd-numbered years and in Janu- 
ary of the even-numbered years. 
Rand Mch7ally Commercial Atlas and 
Mwket ing Guide. Annual, Rand Mc- 
Nally and Company, 405 Park Ave., 
N.Y. 10022. $75.00. Note: All volumes 
remain the property of the publisher and 
old volumes must be returned as current 
ones are received. This reference tool 
provides information about market areas 
and also includes with the basic volume 
an excellent road atlas. 
Statistical Abstract of the United States. 
Annual. Superintendent of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash- 
ington, D.C. 20402. Catalog no. C3.134:9 
(add last two digits of year). $5.75. hTote: 
This volume abstracts tables, charts and 
statistics from other government publica- 
tions and combines them in a useful, 
well-indexed reference tool. 
Stevenson's Home Book of Bible Quota- 
tions. Harper and Row, 49 E. 33rd St., 
N.Y. 10016. $10.00. 
Stevenson's Home Book of Quotations, 
rev. ed., 1967. Dodd, Mead & Co., 79 
Madison Ave., N.Y. 10016. $35.00. Note: 
There are many other excellent quota- 
tions sources on the market. I limited 
this list to the two Stevenson compila- 
tions because of their general excellence 
and, in the case of the Home Book of 
Quotations, because of the arrangement 
of contents under concept or subject as 
well as under keywords in a finding in- 
dex. 
United Slates Department of Slate Fact 
Book. Annual, Superintendent of Docu- 
ments. U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20402. $5.95. Note: A 
new reference source completed from 
background notes prepared by officials 
of the State Department. It gives history 
and up-to-date data on tlle countries of 
tlle world with statistics and bibliogra- 
phies. 
United States Govemnient O~gnnization 
Manual. Annual, Superintendent of Doc- 
uments, U.S. Government Printing Of- 
fice, Washington, D.C. 20402. $3.00. Cat- 
alog no. GS 4.109:9 (plus last two digits 
of year). Note: This volume gives full in- 
formation about all government agencies 
active and inactive on the federal level. 
It lists those which have been abolished 
and carries this list over from year to 
year so that a large file of back issues i$ 
unnecessary. 
Who's  W h o  i n  America. Biennial. A. N .  
Marquis Co., Inc., 200 N. Ohio St., Chi- 
cago, Ill. 60611. $34.45. Note :  This pub- 
lisiler also publishes excellent regional 
volumes. The  title of this basic volume 
is somewhat misleading since it does not 
limit its list of notable persons to Ameri- 
cans. 
(Local)  City Directory: This source I have 
left until last because 1 can only suggest 
it by title and I am not able to complete 
the bibliowa~hical data for all cities. 
V I 
This volume, when it is available, is in- 
valuable in any reference library. Mrs. Johnson is chief librarian of the  
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times, 
.# 
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Current Developments in 
General and Library Education 
An Overview 
Martha Boaz 
School of Library Science, University of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, California 90007 
In tlle future the center of innovation 
in the United States must be in the uni- 
versity. Universities have a great oppor- 
tunity to respond to a new cultural spirit 
in students. Librarians should take stock, 
re-evaluate tlie place of tlle library in so- 
ciety, re-assess the services of libraries, 
determine the functions and the future 
of libraries. The  new technology must 
be considered in planning professional 
library education programs. Leaders, 
young people, planners are needed to 
give thought, attention, antl dedication 
to planning for tlle library of tlie future. 
Librarians will need specialized tools and 
skills to conquer technology and to deal 
with large scale problems. Library schools 
must plan curricula that will provide the 
education needed by tlie librarians who 
will be working in the libraries of the 
year 2000. 
BEFORE discussing library education 
or any other type of professional etluca- 
tion, we should first examine the state 
of general education. More changes are 
taking place in our colleges antl uni- 
versities today than have taken place in 
tlle entire history of tlie United States. 
Some of these changes involve organi- 
zational patterns within an institution, 
as, for example, the clustering of small 
colleges within a large university. Some 
are concerned with large concepts such 
as education for world affairs and pro- 
granis for the disadvantaged; some deal 
with curriculunl revision and with tlle 
involvement of students in curriculum 
planning; some focus on new methods 
and techniques of instruction such as in- 
structional technology antl independent 
stutly programs. 
The  university has a responsibility for 
c-liange antl for progress. Daniel Bell of 
tlic Columbia University faculty has sug- 
gested that while the center of innova- 
tion in the United States in tlie past has 
been tlie business community, in the fu- 
ture it must be in tlie university. He says, 
however, the university must avoid be- 
coming an arena for social struggle or a 
service center for the redemption of the 
failrlres of society. It s l io~~lt l  become a 
center of intellectual stantlards which 
are Ixouglit about by better university 
leadership and by shared tripartite de- 
cision-making tlirough aclministration, 
fa(-ulty, and student pl;~nning. Adminis- 
lrators and faculty have traditionally 
been involved in planning. Students are 
now demanding a voice, too. 
The  students of today are articulate 
and committed, but they are not always 
informed. They are persuasive and talk 
well, but they talk better than they write. 
(Somehow, the art of writing-of expres- 
sion and written composition-seems to 
have been neglected in present-day edu- 
cation.) It  would help if students could 
mix a little humor with their dead-seri- 
ousness, a little understanding, sympathy 
and compassion for human limitations 
with their idealism. Yet, I admire most 
students and respect them for their dedi- 
cation. They are contributing. I do not, 
however, empathize with the person in 
his 50's and 60's who imitates the dress 
and hair styles of teen-agers. A middle- 
aged hippie is both pathetic and ludi- 
crous. 
Every age is, in a way, an age of dis- 
sent and an age of conformity. The  
young, for all their protests against con- 
formity, are themselves conformists. They 
are strongly imitative and their very criti- 
cism of the establishment becomes their 
own form of establishment. The  danger 
of their rebellion against tyranny leads 
too easily to new tyrannies. The  hippie 
mystique for all its love and gentleness 
can end in excesses, in pseudo creeds, 
and in terrible cruelty as exemplified by 
the Tate murders and the alleged cruel- 
ties of the Manson family. Fuzzy hair 
may indicate fuzzy thinking. On the 
other hand, many long-haired young peo- 
ple are intelligent, straight-thinking, ma- 
ture, judicious and reasoned in their 
theories and in their actions. 
History indicates that progress, when 
it has existed, has been the work of the 
dissatisfied. Some of our greatest leaders 
have been non-conformists and they have 
been self-directed. 
The  challenge to library education of 
these trends is one of values. What does 
our profession stand for? What do our 
library schools teach? What kind of grad- 
uates are going out to fill professional 
positions and to become future leaders? 
Martin Meyerson, in his capacity as 
President of the State University of New 
Every age is, in a way, an age of 
dissent and an age of conformity. 
York (Buffalo), said sometime ago that 
colleges and universities have a great 
opportunity to respond to a new cul- 
tural spirit in students, that profes- 
sional education can be transformed by 
making it more humane and intellectual. 
He points out that academic studies 
coupled with devotion to a social pur- 
pose which is typically a part of the 
spirit of service of the professions will 
give those students who find the tradi- 
tional studies empty of purpose a sense 
of their ultimate relevance. 
Excellence in library education? Where 
do you start? You could start anywhere. 
We have had "progressive education" for 
many years, but how far have we pro- 
gressed? There are paradoxes similar to 
those pointed out by Saul Pett, a special 
correspondent for the Associated press, 
in a recent article, when he says (I): 
W e  walk safely among the craters of the 
moon but not i n  the parks of New York 
or Chicago or Los Angeles . . . T h e  
standard of living rises while the satis- 
faction of living declines . . . T h e  grow 
national product g ~ o w s  gl-o~ser in  inuerse 
pj.oportions to the gross national tran- 
quility. T h e  planes are fastel- and the cars 
are faster but we have fewer unspoiled 
places to  go and more people who want 
to  get there. 
Pett, commenting on the quality of 
life, says (Z), "The work week grows 
shorter, leisure time grows longer and 
the sale of sleeping pills rises. New 
churches don't look like churches and 
hot dog stands look like spaceships and 
boys look like girls and motels look like 
rococco grottos or chalets or ranches, but 
for a quarter you can make the bed vi- 
brate." 
What is the answer for the field of li- 
brary education? There is a yearning for 
educational leaders, for seers and proph- 
ets, for movers and shakers, for vision- 
aries and doers. We need statements and 
decisions about what library education 
antl lil~raries are about and what we can 
do to improve them. \\re need leaders 
who are dedicated and who can lead, but 
they cannot do everything. Like govern- 
ment, leaders have their limitations. 
Daniel P. Moynihan, a man of govern- 
ment himself, speaking of government, 
declares that government cannot provide 
values to persons who have none, or who 
have lost those they had. It cannot pro- 
vide a meaning to life. It cannot provide 
inner peace. 1 believe that we, as librar- 
ians, must stop and take stock, re-evalu- 
ate the place of the library in society, re- 
assess the services of lil~raries, determine 
the functions and the future of libraries. 
Then we can talk about library educa- 
tion for the library of the future. 
The Influence of Technology 
The most talked about change in li- 
I~raries has been library technology, but 
in reality little substantive technological 
change is expected in the next ten years. 
Anthony G. Oettinger, author of Run, 
Cornpuler, Run says ( 3 ) ,  "there is a seri- 
ous danger that the frantic adoption of 
change in form will continue to block 
change in substance." 
I t  has been pointed out that the formal 
educational system is bound to society in 
a way that is almost ideally designed to 
t1lwa1.t change. There are reasons for this 
lack of progress. Universities do not have 
money nor do they Iiave, in most in- 
stances, creative ideas for tlie atlvancing 
of the art of technology. Oettinger 
points out that the prevalent trend is 
toward the innovation fad which favors 
highly visible quickie approaches that 
create the illusion of progress. 
Technology costs money, a great deal 
o f  money. More resources cost more 
money, better trained people cost more 
money. If we are to have the technology 
and the services we want, we will have to 
pay for them. 
M"lat are the implications of technol- 
ogy-pro antl con-for lilxaries antl for 
lil~rary education? In an article, "The 
Impact of Information Science on Li- 
brary Practice," Tefko Saracevic and 
Alan M. liees discuss the application of 
computers to library pi.ocetlures. They 
say (4) ,  "The major impact on library 
practice has come from informiition tech- 
nology, with special reference to com- 
puters, and not from basic research in 
inforination science." Tlle autliors argue 
for a more specific application of science, 
saying (5) ,  "It is obviow that an almost 
total gap exists at present between infor- 
mation science and library practice. Un- 
less this gap is closed there is little hope 
for serious innovation in lil~r;~rianship 
beyond sporadic attempts at the applica- 
tion of gadgetry." There is no doul)t 
that information technology is altering 
library procedures, but a scientific as 
well as a technological base is neetletl. It 
is true that significant work is being 
done in information science which 1i;u 
great potential for lil~ral-ies, but there 
is only minimal communicatio~i l~et~veen 
science and practice. There s l ~ o ~ ~ l t l  be 
interaction and communicalion Ixtwcen 
the two. Library schools, if  they could 
obtain financial support, collltl be iri- 
volved in both 1.esearcl1 and pl.;~ctic.al ;II)- 
. . . progress, when it has cxistetl, has 
been the work of the dissatisfied. 
plication and could povitle etlucatiotl 
in both areas for stutlents in librariarl- 
ship. 
Clianges taking place in lil)rarieu and 
the new technology must be considered 
in tlie professional 1ibr;lry etl~lcat ion, for 
librarians going out to work in present- 
day libraries must ktiow how to athninis- 
ter ancl make use of the technological atl- 
vances. 
The  use of electmnic cotn])r~te~~s antl
data processing tlevices all'ects tlrc 5tol.age 
and retrieval of infoi.mation, tlle mantlel. 
of reproducing materials antl the l)el-- 
formance of certain routines. The nelv 
devices may I x  helpful in expediting t l ~ e  
~vork of libraries, I ~ u t  they (lo not ilec- 
essarily change the major objectives of 
library service. However, the introduc- 
tion of data processing into library work 
is important and must be taken into ac- 
count. Library scliools slioultl be examin- 
ing their curricula antl should consider 
the need for adcling new courses in  in- 
formation science. They must also con- 
sider enriching current courses and plan- 
ning for new services or for more efficient 
and effective performance of traditional 
services. 
We, as librarians, . . . must re- 
evaluate the place of the library in 
society, re-asses5 the services of 
libraries, determine the functions 
and the future of libraries. 
111 the matter of transmission of infor- 
mation items that are becoming increas- 
" 
ingly impoi cant for lib1 aries are informa- 
tion, storage of info] mation, tranwnis- 
- 
sion and communication of information. 
Lil~rary eclucation must be aware of these 
matters antl educate students to cope 
with them. Our courses must reflect these 
~l~eories .  J~ tdging  by tlie present rate of 
procluc~ion, book, serial, and mono- 
&apliic publications will increase in 
number, as will tlie expense of acquiring, 
liandling and housing tliem. This points 
to cooperative ventures among libraries, 
for cooperation among libraries seems to 
be the only rational solution for sharing 
resources and for avoiding duplication in 
individ~~al  libraries. Selection will also 
become mole itnpoitdnt. Knowing what 
is significant antl ~ ~ o ~ t l ~ w l i i l e  and de- 
terminine what to select from the mas5es 
c, 
of material will become increasingly im- 
portant for the librarian. Knowledge, 
disc1 imination, and j~~tlgment will I)e 
anlong his important assets. 
The  use of automation and tlie storage 
of lil~rary materials in machine recover- 
able form will make available to users 
the vast stores of information now Iiousecl 
in libraries. Harold Orlans, a member of 
the Brookings Institute, liaa predicted 
that at a 200-diameter reduction, tlie 
prints for a library of one million 250- 
page books wo~lld now cost Sl8,f 50. Re- 
fore this kind of service can be acliievetl, 
Iiowever, there will have to be a system 
which is compatible antl acceptable to 
information scientists, librarians arid 
computer specialists. 
Rapid and easy communication sys- 
tems, by way of telephone microwave, 
television, and other devices, will pro- 
vide access to information from one city 
to another and across tlie world antl will 
reduce tlie need for professional travel to 
do research and to get information. 
Communications Facsimile 
Transmission 
Facsimile transmission of text over 
long distances will be of great conse- 
quence to libraries. Sucli transmission 
may hold the solutions to tlie problems 
of growth, of tl~~plication, and of rapid 
communication. Experiments are already 
being tried in the transmission of text as 
a substitute for interlibrary loans. This 
is being done to a limited degree in New 
York State and at tlie University of Cali- 
fornia. One of the problems associated 
with facsimile transmission is cost. Much 
of the transmission has k e n  by micro- 
wave wllicli is a very expensive ~nedium; 
the forecasts clo not show that facsimile 
~i~ansniission will be economically fea- 
sible in the early future. 
Other wild ideas have I~een advanced 
such a$ the predictions that individuals 
will be wearing consoles by the year 2000. 
Herman Kahn (6), controveraial theorist 
on man and technology, told a House 
Science Committee that we ~vould be 
able to wear consoles on our chests with 
levers for all our pleasures. The  levers 
tlwough wires to the brain will trigger 
r.;lrious enjoyable responses. "You'll have 
a console with 10 levers," predicted Kalin, 
"13ut I don't think you should play your 
own console. That's tlepra~.etl." So, it 
looks as though we shall need someone 
to c.on.sole us! 
Microform Technology 
hlicroform and cop)ing teclinology are 
consitlerecl by many to be as important 
in libraries as computer tecl~nology, lor 
tllis tecllriology will haye great impact on 
the storage, cost, hanclling antl circula- 
tion of library materials. 13ut microform 
will not replace, rather it will supple- 
ment library lioldings. For the bulk of a 
scliolar's work in a library will still be in 
I)ooks even in the year 2000. 
In all of this, the matter of copyright 
is important, for the use of copy ma- 
chines depends on the ability to make 
copies. Recent discussions (7) of this 
matter indicate that legislation may be 
needed "to provide for the development 
of a practical mechanism for the wide 
dissemination of document facsimiles 
;~ricl for compensating holders of copy- 
rights to such documents." 
One of the problems of microform 
technology is that it is Iianlperetl by the 
lack of standardization in the production 
of niicroforms. There are numerous types 
antl sizes of microforms which are not 
compatible. Library rise of microforms 
will depend on stantlartli~ation antl on 
;t system of rnachines interrelated to the 
extent that their output can be converted 
cluickly and cheaply irom one form to 
;inother. Another essential element is 
ea\y-to-use and inexpensive equipment 
fo r  c.onjiilting microforms. 
Microfiche 
The merits of ultramicroficlie were dis- 
cussed by Mortiiner J. Atller at a recent 
meeting in San Francisco. (Ultramicro- 
fiche means 500 to 600 photo reduced 
pages on a 4" X 5" card.) Edward C. 
Jestes (8 )  who attended the meeting 
quoted Acller as saying that UMF is the 
biggest publishing event since paper- 
backs. Encyclopaedia Britannica plans to 
publisll soon T h e  Librar-y of American 
Civilization. "It will consist of about 20,- 
000 titles-or about 6,000,000 pages of 
books, magazines, manuscripts, pam- 
phlets, broadsides, theater programs, 
maps, diaries, and government documents 
-covering all aspects of American civili- 
zation. The  entire library will fit on top 
Universities do not have money nor 
do they have, in most instances, cre- 
ative ideas for the advancing of the 
art: of technology. 
of a card table. I t  will include catalog 
cards wliich can be interfiled in any LC- 
based card catalog, and a magnetic tape 
catalog if desired. The  cost will be $15,- 
000, less than one dollar per title. Lap 
viewers weighing less than t h e e  pounds 
will be available for reading U M F  in bed 
(it keeps tlie tummy warm.)" Wide distri- 
bution of source material of various kinds 
will be available on UMF. I t  is possible 
tliat this will accelerate the trend towards 
independent study. 
O&er "miracle" developinerits are 
liere! Charles H. Stevens, MI?', Project 
INTKEX, commenting in Electrical De- 
sign News,  December 1968, says that engi- 
neers will have, tlirough teclmology, new 
methods of access to information. Engi- 
neering handbooks and tables will be 
relics of the past. He says libraries will 
still have books, but that wireless, wal- 
let-sized teleterminals with digital key- 
board and folding screen will put the 
iiltlivitl~lal engineer in to~lch witli all in- 
formation and data sources from anv- 
where on or around the eartll-or the 
moon. 
Systems Approach and Technology 
What have we learned from our accel- 
erating technology? ~ lc t i~a l ly  we know 
that much of current technology has 
been misused. The  space program has 
taught us something about how goals can 
be clecided, but as Simon Kamo said, this 
soinetliing is not necessarily useful when 
applied to down-to-earth problems. 
Ramo, formerly chief scientist for the 
nation's ICBM program, antl now vice- 
chairman of tlie board of Thompson 
lianio IVoolridge, points out tliat the 
lunar program was launclled as a reac- 
tion to a challenge from another nation. 
Unlort~~nately,  the Russians or Chinese 
are not about to tlireaten us witli a suc- 
cessful program in library education. 
What we need in  library education, as 
was pointed out earlier, is a study of 
what the library of tlie luture will be 
like, and what library services will be 
needed in  the future by tlie citizens of 
tlie world. We need librarians who have 
specialized tools and skills which equip 
them to deal witli large scale problems. 
They need to know the systems approach 
which, put simply, is nothing but  com- 
mon sense and logic applied in a realistic 
manner, but at least technological fac- 
tors can be analyzed, procedures for con- 
trol antl decision-making can be planned, 
a system can be set up  for metliodology, 
organization, keeping track, and know- 
ing relationships. T h e  "human" prob- 
lem solver can then concentrate on the 
" l l ~ ~ m a n  aspects" of tlie remaining prob- 
lems. 
However, to attain what he wants, 
man needs more than technological tools. 
He must be willing to be a tlecision- 
maker. He must want  to do whatever lie 
is doing. He  can then use to advantage 
the management techniques of the first 
project on tlie second. 
As Simon Ramo says (9), "We can 
Imlefit by using the methodology that 
has landed men on  tlie moon for our 
tlown-to-earth problems. But it will be a 
lot harder, specifically because it u~ill  re- 
c l ~ ~ i r e  the committed participation of tlie 
citizen. I t  will also require, as did the 
nlanned lunar landing, decisive antl hold 
decisions by the nation's leadership." 
Ant1 in library education we shall need 
leaders. young people, planners who will 
give tl~ouglit, attention, hard work, tledi- 
cation, coinmitnlent to tlie library of the 
future-to tlie types of lil~raries and li- 
Ixwy services wllicli society will need- 
ro research, to conquering the teclinology 
which will be needed to give the services 
we want, to planning curricula in the 
lilwnry schools whicl~ will give the educa- 
tion needed by the librarians who will 
be working in the libraries of tlie year 
2000. 
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Commercial Clearinghouse 
for the Business Community 
A Suggestion 
John C. Allen 
First National City Bank, New York, New York 10022 
A central library to service American corporate records departments. I t  would 
business is a must for corporate libraries establish an indexing service to corporate 
that cannot provide the published and reports, provide a cumulated list of un- 
unp~~blished source materials necessary derwriting~, and publish a monthly in- 
for effective service. Operated by grants, formation newsletter. Telephone price 
or member Eees, the central library would quotes and literature/subject search serv- 
be a clearinghouse for corporate reports; ices would be provided. 
publish union lists, and a directory to 
THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE of the 
library within its corporate setting de- 
pends on the quality of the information 
pi-ovitled. As the quality of information 
output improves, so will the status of the 
library. Improved information coming 
from the financial library has a radiating 
influence beyond the corporate structure, 
to society generally. As the financial li- 
bralian provides "better" information, 
the men to whom this information is 
given can better advise the millions of 
American investors. Inherent in the word 
"better" is information that is more 
timely and more comprehensive than 
that which can be obtained from present 
indexes and bibliographies of financial 
data. 
Once the librarian understands his vi- 
tal role, why does he not develop the 
means through which he can provide 
"better" information? Why does not the 
financial library community have up-to- 
date union lists of serials, indexes to 
corporate reports, a single source from 
whicll inquiries for duplicate copies of 
corporate reports can be made? 
Either a cooperative library venture or 
a separate commercial clearinghouse for 
business information can provide these 
indexes, bibliographies, and services. The 
favorable result of such initiative will be 
the maturing of the attitude of business 
towards the librarian. Once the business 
community sees improved information 
flow and quality from the library, the 
status of librarian will ripen from that 
of a technician in a file room to a profes- 
sional in an information storage and dis- 
semination center. 
While concern with the need for im- 
proved reference tools and services is 
known to the financial comn~unity as a 
whole, it is most felt by those who must 
go tllrough an arduous initiation in edu- 
cating themselves and training their 
staffs. I t  may be that the newer a person 
is to the field, the more he is concerned 
with reference materials that will most 
efficiently improve his performance and 
help other librarians who are new to the 
field. Since these reference materials and 
services have not been forthcoming from 
the library associations, the public li- 
brary, or private enterprise, they must 
come through a cooperative library ven- 
ture, or a clearinghouse. 
Cooperative Library Venture 
The  immediate aim of a cooperative 
venture should be to provide the most 
efficient source from which duplicate re- 
ports may be obtained. The  reports un- 
der consideration are annuals, interims, 
proxies and prospectuses. 
Each library participating in the proj- 
ect would select a segment of an alpha- 
betic list of corporate names. For ex- 
ample, Library 1 would select corporate 
names Aa to Al; Library 2, names Am to 
An, etc. The  libraries would obtain and 
maintain duplicate copies of each corpo- 
ration's reports. A published alphabetic 
location code to the corporate reports 
would indicate the libraries maintaining 
the reports. 
Such a venture might remain within 
the librarian's realm of responsibility, 
not requiring executive decision beyond 
the library department. As the program 
succeeds, further cooperative publishing 
projects might be undertaken. While this 
venture could fill a gap, it would not ac- 
complish the goals of a separate under- 
taking. Under the cooperative venture 
each librarian is responsible to his own 
firm, while a clearinghouse staff would 
be responsible to each of its member li- 
braries. 
Commercial Clearinghouse 
The  initial concern of the clearing- 
house, as for the cooperative venture, is 
to provide a single source for duplicate 
corporate reports. Since neither govern- 
ment nor foundation grants can be ex- 
pected, a business library group could 
set up the organizational structure and 
encourage its funding through subscrip- 
tions from each librarian's firm. While 
defined objectives will determine the ac- 
tual structure and staffing of the clearing- 
house, rental space, shelving for the re- 
ports, and staff salaries will be the major 
expenses. At least one librarian would 
be needed to organize the operation, 
train and supervise the staff of 3-4 clerks, 
handle reference requests and promote 
the clearinghouse to prospective member 
corporations. The  clerks would be needed 
to solicit reports, make pickups and de- 
liveries, receive, shelve and distribute re- 
ports. As the clearinghouse diversified its 
operation into the publishing of indexes 
and bibliographies, several more librar- 
ians and clerks would be added to the 
staff. 
The  initial subscribing companies will 
become more receptive to the project as 
their own libraries increase the efficiency 
of their information output. At present 
a small brokerage library may make up 
to 20 phone calls in a day to locate four 
or five annual reports, interim reports, 
proxy reports or old prospectuses. In that 
same average day 15 more phone calls are 
made for newly issued prospectuses. After 
locating the sources for the five annual 
or other reports, and the 15 prospectuses, 
runners are sent to these 20 firms for 
pickups. 
At least 14 man-hours are spent locat- 
ing and collecting~ these 20 items each 
day. With the convenience of a clearing- 
house, this could be reduced to a maxi- 
mum of 7 man-hours per day. A small 
firm would subscribe to a service it pre- 
viously could not afford, while the larger 
firms might save the costs of several em- 
ployees. 
With increased funding the clearing- 
house could expand its operation to pro- 
vide further services and publications. 
The  staff could provide consulting serv- 
ice to corporations planning to establish 
financial libraries. At regular intervals 
the staff would visit member libraries to 
keep abreast of happenings in each li- 
brary, and in the financial field. They 
would be kept informed as to new puhli- 
cations available and to needed sources 
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of information which tlie clearinghouse 
might publish. 
Production of Reference Tools 
As a coordinating and information 
gathering agency for its member librar- 
ies, the clearinghouse should accept the 
responsibility for the output of such 
needed reference tools as a New York met- 
ro~ol i tan  area union list of serials, a di- 
rectory of file operations maintaining 
duplicate corporate reports, an index of 
information contained in corporate re- 
ports, an index to sources for answering 
price quotations, and a monthly informa- 
;ion bulletin from the clearinghouse. 
Each of the above publications is either 
out-of-date, limited in scope, or nonex- 
istent. There should be an up-to-date un- 
ion list of serials for the New York City 
area, arranged both by title and by sub- 
ject categories. Under each subject the 
one or two libraries maintaining the most 
complete periodical collection should be 
listed. since libraries retaining each peri- 
odical are listed in the alphabetic section, 
periodicals not available on interlibrary 
loan at any particular time from the ma- 
jor subject library could be easily lo- 
cated. Each library included, especially 
tho:,e with holdings in a majorsubject 
area, should be responsible for retaining 
certain periodicals in hard copy or mi- 
crofilm for a specified period. After that 
time period the periodicals might be 
transferred to the clearinehouse. 
u 
A directory of file operations that main- 
tain duplicate corporate reports is a must 
because the SLA New York Chapter's 
D i ~ e c t o ~ y :  Special Lib~aries  of Greater 
New York does not include a broad cov- 
erage of librarieslfile rooms that have 
corporate reports. Some major brokerage 
firms are not listed because the file oper- 
ations are not under the supervisioh of 
a special librarian. It  is often difficult to 
locate such file rooms in major banks 
and insurance companies since the de- 
partment may be known as the Special 
Investigation, Credit Information, or 
Proxy Department. 
Another neglected area is that of in- 
dexing. There is no published index to 
information contained in or categorizing 
corporate reports, especially proxies and 
prospectuses. The  few firms that do in- 
dex their holdings either do the job in 
depth or in a nai've manner. While two 
firms known to the author have devel- 
oped extensive subject heading lists, an- 
other firm merely groups reports by type 
of issue and dollar value. The  first two 
firms are actually duplicating much of 
their indexing. Many firms would be 
interested in subscribing to a published 
index to these reports, even at substantial 
cost. 
As the number of requests for price 
quotations increased in tlie author's li- 
brary, the need for an index to the 
sources for answering such quotes be- 
came a necessity. The  autlior and an as- 
sistant are developing the index during 
spare time in the hope of publishing it. 
A major requirement for each of the 
above publishing ventures is the means 
by which each may be kept updated. By 
publishing a monthly information bulle- 
tin, the clearinghouse could provide this 
updating channel. The  bulletin should 
also keep the member libraries informed 
as to new activities of the center, provide 
topical articles on such new develop- 
ments as microform services and equip- 
ment, and projects being undertaken by 
particular libraries. 
While the clearinghouse could not at- 
tempt to provide all the research ma- 
terials available from the Imsiness de- 
partment of the public library, certain 
immediate reference services could be pro- 
vided. The  staff could answer telephone 
reference questions the member librarian 
could not, or direct the inquiries to the 
p~ope r  source. The  clearinghouse would 
be in a perfect position to direct inquir- 
ies to the best source because of its liai- 
son function wit11 the member libraries. 
A price quotation service might be pro- 
vided, and a literature search service to 
corporate name, product line, and sub- 
ject areas should be evaluated. 
A commercial clearinghouse of the 
type suggested in this paper should prove 
financially successful and improve the 
rtature of the library profession. It  would 
prove to be a boon to tho,e corporate li- 
b~aries that are not given the funds 01 
staff to provide effective service and 
would save many man-hours per library 
per month, while improving information 
flow and quality. 
The  need is immediate for conven- 
iently located reference and distribution 
agencies in the major metropolitan areas. 
The  scope of such clearinghouses sl~ould 
not be limited as to the type or range of 
reference services provided, In this age of 
rapid communications the financial li- 
brary should not remain in the dark ages. 
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Language, Classification, and Indexing 
Judith G. Rubin 
Holy Trinity School, Poughkeepsie, New York 
Because current knowledge is expand- should be extensively examined. English 
ing so rapidly and in such complex inter- has a particular pattern-system, but in 
disciplinary ways, present classifying antl other languages, different ways of view- 
indexing systems are becoming inade- ing events or relationships appear; these 
quate. In the search for the most efficient alien concepts may lead to new and bet- 
organization of data, the influence oE ter systems for classing antl retrieving 
language as a primary classifying system data. 
THEKE has always been a sense of the 
inadequacy of classification systems and 
the ensuing indexes and thebauri. Classi- 
fiers have long been aware of the diffi- 
culties of packaging knowledge antl na- 
ture into stable, discrete units in a 
straightforward hierarchical order. Now, 
however, the vast outpouring of modern 
knowledge and theories renders much of 
these old arrangements and units not 
only useless, but invalid, for our current 
grasp of natural phenomena through 
knowledge is relative, interdisciplinary, 
conditional and occasionally intuitive. 
Thus, our previous conceptions of ex- 
clusive, exhaustive systematic arrange- 
ment are more unsatisfactory than ever 
and the pursuit of new methods becomes 
imperative. As a beginning, let us ask 
what are the sources of these systems? 
The  basis of man's need for classifica- 
tion systems lies anchored in the work- 
ings of his mind. An infinite number of 
phenomena-the "reality" of the posi- 
tivists-exist, but they are not immedi- 
ately accessible to man. Instead, he must 
rely on the perceptions that his senses 
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filter through. Certain phenomena (such 
as high frequency sound waves or ultra- 
violet light waves) and their existential 
relationships are excluded from his per- 
sonal awareness while, further, there is 
a synthesis of these initial sensory inputs 
at some higlier level in the brain. For in- 
stance, the eye is constantly moving, yet 
we see the transformed images as sta- 
tionary (1). Consequently, man's initial 
awareness has already been classified in 
a most fundamental manner. 
Next, faced with this melange of per- 
ceptions, man seeks a way of assembling 
them in order to "understand." As Piaget 
discovered during his investigations of 
the child's thinking process, the child 
first learns perceptual invariants, i.e., the 
clliltl realizes that certain facets of his 
environment are unchangeable even 
thougl1 they may appear in various forms 
(2). A table viewed at different angles or 
under multiple lighting conditions is still 
perceived as the same table. 
Once these perceptual invariants have 
been achieved, the child must discern the 
relationships among these. At first he 
does so intuitively, but after sufficient 
experience IE not only understarlds rela- 
tionships but can reverse the process men- 
tally and see the unfolding transmuta- 
tions. Finally, Ile arrives at the stage of 
"formal, propositional thinking" and 
can imagine possible potential relation- 
ships (3). Thus, the child's thinking proc- 
ess parallels the intricately organized con- 
struction of the professional classifier or 
indexer. 
Conceptualization 
Basically, what man does when he "un- 
derstands" a phenomenon is conceptual- 
ize. He  may be forming "internal repre- 
sentations of classes or categories of ex- 
perience" (4) or selecting and organizing 
specific elements from present experience 
and joining these with others of remote 
times and spaces (5) .  He may be classify- 
ing phenomena under a particular I-ule 
or class of objects, a hereby stripping away 
the unique to leave only the universal 
(6). Farradane labeled experiences as ei- 
ther concurrent, not distinct or distinct 
and divided conceptual relations into 
four major groups: non-time, temporary, 
fixed, and negative (7). 
Essentially, man in the process of "un- 
derstanding" is forming relationships- 
sorting his data into categories that are re- 
lated in some fashion: alike, contrasting, 
time jsl>ace/logic-dimensional or causal. 
Thus we have already reached a sec- 
ond level of filtration; phenomena are 
sifted by perceptions antl these, in turn, 
are distilled by concepts. Consequently, 
man attempts to express these concepts, 
to jam this enormously complicated con- 
ceptual structure into the linear form 
of language (8). I t  is this  realm of lan- 
guage of which librarians must be so 
very aware. 
Language 
While linguists, psychologists, sociolo- 
gists, and philosophers have long been 
studying the structure and effects of lan- 
guage in their disciplines, librarians, 
classifiers, and indexers have essentially 
ignored the influence of language upon 
classification schemes, indexes, and the- 
sauri. Assuredly, there have been calls 
for non-l~ierarchical orders resulting in 
such schemes as Kanganathan's faceted 
system or Farradane's relational arrange- 
ment. Tllere have also been motions to- 
ward reviewing terminology; Foskett says 
". . . so long as the use of traditional ter- 
minology persists, . . . this limits think- 
ing to traditional categories" (9). How- 
ever, this sense of critical inquiry should 
not end with these precepts; it must go 
Ixyond the familiar vernacular to study 
the omnipresent influence of language- 
language and its proprietary fashioning 
of relationships, categories, and systems. 
Perhaps the starting point is that clas- 
sification schemes do not occur in a void 
but emerge in a world Framed b y  lan- 
guage. As far as anthropologists know, 
all human language has h i s  character- 
istic; it starts with perceptions and is 
propositional in form, i t . ,  it always 
makes a statement. Words refer to re- 
ality antl make statements or denials (im- 
plicitly or explicitly) about things, their 
aspects or their relations (10). Transcend- 
ing this basic premise is the linguistic 
hypothesis of Benjamin \\'llorf (11): 
"Every language is a vtl.vt pattel-n-sys- 
tern different from othenv in which are 
czilturally ordained the  forrrrs ctntl cute- 
gories by zuhirh the  personality not  
only communicates, but  also analyzes 
rurtul-e, notices or neglects types of 1.6- 
1ation.ship.s. and plrenomenn, rhnnnels 
his reasoning, and builds the  ho~rse  of 
Itis con.sciousness." 
Since each language is a unique pat- 
tern-system, we arrive at yet another level 
in our hierarchy of filters between man 
and reality-one in which librarians are 
inexorably involved (12). 
" W e  cut nature u p ,  organize it in to  
r o n c e p t ~ ,  and ascribe signifitnnces ac 
we  do,  largely b e c a u ~ e  we m e  p a l - t i ~ ~  
to  a n  ag~eenzent  t o  organize it In thic- 
way-an agreement that holds t h o u g h -  
out  our  speech cornrnunity and is 
codified i n  the  patteln of o w -  lan- 
guage. T h e  agwement  is, of cowse ,  
a n  implicit and ullstated one,  B U T  
I T S  T E R M S  A R E  ABSOLUTELY 
O B L I G A T O R Y ;  w e  cannot talk at all 
except by rub~cr ib ing  t o  t he  organiza- 
t ion  and classification of data which 
the  agwernent decrees." 
Because the classification systems and 
indexes we are concerned with are de- 
vised by English-speaking scholars, the 
logical yuehtion is, what pattern-system 
does English produce? 
English Language Pattern-System 
The  English language tends to divide 
woi-cis into two major classes, nouns and 
verbs; the subject-predicate sentences are 
doul~le-structured, and built around these 
two word classes (13). Because English 
verbs must have a substantive in front, 
the metaphysics underlying English im- 
ply two great objective aspects of reality, 
separate and unconnected: space and 
time. Space is static, thi ee-dimensional 
and infinite while time is kinetic, one- 
dimensional and eternally, uniformly 
flowing through its three fields: past, 
pi esent and future (1 7). 
Since we conceive of time as this in- 
tangible but actual expanse, smoothly 
running and uninterrupted, we are able 
to divide it into segments and label them. 
Thus, our classification systems include 
chronological subdivisions as a matter of 
course. Space is another unit we consider 
existent, complete, and unmoving, and 
so it is geographically subsectioned and 
incorporated into classification schemes. 
l\'e accept with assurance the immutabil- 
ity of space; we do not expect the large 
we tend to segment nature into actions 
and to read actors into nature; we do not 
say "Flash," but say, "It fiashed!" or "A 
light Hashed!" (14). Therefore, most meta- 
physical words in English are nouns (15). 
RIetaphysical terms are relevant in this 
inquiry. Whorf states it succinctly (16): 
"Every language contains terms that  
1mve come t o  at tain cosmic scope of 
refeixnce, that  crystallize i n  themselves 
t he  basic postulations of a n  un fo rmu-  
lated philosophy, i n  which  is couched 
t he  thought  of a people, a culture, a 
civilization, even  of a n  era. Such are 
our  wolds  'reality, substance, matter ,  
cause' and . . . 'space, t ime ,  past, pres- 
en t ,  future.' " 
How evocative these words are of Rang- 
anathan's five fundamental categories: 
personality, matter, energy, space, and 
time! 
Because of the dichotomized structure 
of English, its stress on duality, on actor- 
action, its objectivation of natural events, 
land and sea masses, the smaller parcels 
tlierein, to suddenly change position. MTe 
unquestionably accept, too, the geograph- 
ical conventions-north, south, east, west, 
the latitudes and longitudes. 
Suppose, however, we were not bound 
by English into this picture of our world, 
I I L I ~  thought as a Hopi Indian. The  Hopi 
language contains no reference to time, 
explicit or implicit (IS). Instead of view- 
ing a world circumscribed by space and 
time, the Hopi thinks of this world as 
encompassed by the "manifested" (what 
is already shown) and the "manifesting" 
(what is not yet shown). This latter class 
contains within it  the concept that what 
is not yet shown will be; that the unma- 
terialized gropes forward to express it- 
self and become manifest, as corn grows 
or seasons come. This concept not only 
deals with future events but also equally 
and indistinguishably with things we 
label "mental" or subjective-the "heart" 
of man, plants, animals, nature, and all 
things. Time and subjective knowledge 
are inextricably intermingled. 
What has already become manifested 
is all that is or ever was accessible to the 
senses with no division of past or present. 
Now, where in this alien Weltanschauung 
would our tidy chronological categories 
fit? Furthermore, when the Hopi con- 
ceives of something distant, he judges 
"distant" inseparately in terms of the 
extension of time and distance-in any 
direction, including earthward (down) 
and skyward (up). Whereas we may class 
together two events geographically iden- 
tical but chronologically very different 
(such as earthquakes in California in two 
sequential centuries), to the Hopi they 
would seem to be two events of great 
variance for one would be much more 
time-distant than the other, and in the 
context of the Hopi world view, this 
difference matters. 
Clearly, given that unallied outlook, 
our traditional neatly segmented classifi- 
cation schemes and indexes would ill-suit 
that particular culture. Yet, since our 
the same class of events differently, let 
us refocus our attention from language 
as a vast pattern-system to the individual 
sentence for, intrinsically (20): 
"A ~entence tan be lzkened to a corn- 
pziter piogrnm; zn fact, that is p ~ e -  
cisely what it is; a ret of dtrectionr f o ~  
the human thinking machine." 
The  analysis of a single sentence can 
serve as a paradigm for exploring cliver- 
gent views or relationships. Assume the 
following event has occurred: 
THE FAT BOY QUICKLY THREW 
THE HEAVY STONE OVER THI'. TREE 
AND H E  LAUGHEI). 
That  is the English sentence which would 
describe the event for us. What is im- 
plicit in that arrangement of words? 
English has six major form-class con- 
cepts: nominals, adjectivals, verbals, ad- 
pragmatic arrangements are organized 
for this culture, why should theoretical 
classifiers and indexers be concerned with 
linguistic metaphysics? This question re- 
turns to our original problem-the in- 
adequacy of present methods. By examin- 
ing other primary classifying systems- 
and language is a primary classifying sys- 
tem-other ways of viewing events or re- 
lationships may present themselves which 
contribute to more effective arrangements 
for classing and retrieving data. 
Language Determines Perception 
T o  clarify further, think of man's 
perception of his environment as pro- 
grammed by the language he speaks: 
"Like the computer, man's mind will 
register and structure external reality 
only in accordance with the program 
(19)." Since two languages may program 
verbials, prepositionals and conjunctives 
(21). Therefore, in viewing that event, 
we tend to name things (boy, stone, tree) 
and actions (threw, laughed) and to as- 
cribe qualities to these classes (fat, 
heavy, quickly) either as absolutes, i.e., 
present or absent, or on a degree level. 
As previously mentioned, our double- 
structured sentences constrain the actor- 
action insight. I n  addition, we [lo not see 
the boy, stone, and tree as symbols of 
what is not there; we are concerned with 
the specific entities as "the" implies. IVe 
define the relationship involving the 
stone in these ways: it is acted upon by 
the boy and bears a spatial relationship 
to the tree. We see a logical connection 
between the boy's reaction (laughing) 
and his action, and join the two events 
coordinately (and). Furthermore, we as- 
sume that this event occurred at some 
time interval before now (threw, laughed). 
Imagine, however, that we looked at 
this same occurrence but conceptualized 
it tllrough a different language perspec- 
tive. For example, the Hopi would use 
one word for the action whether it took 
place previously or was happening at the 
very moment of verbal description (22); 
the time sequence of past and present 
would not be differentiated. Therefore, 
the classifier would omit our chronologi- 
cal divisions, substituting other kinds, 
and the indexer would occlude time-only 
aspects as key words. 
In  Arabic, the situation would be de- 
noted as follows (read from right to left): 
(4) (3) (2) (1 
STONE THREW FAT THE BOY 
AND LAUGHED THE TREE OVER 
(7) (6) (5) 
There is no separate "the" but the im- 
portance of the nominals still stands as 
in English. Thus, the entities (boy, stone, 
tree) would remain important factors in 
both a classification order and a the- 
saurus. However, "and" does not stand 
alone in Arabic; whereas the isolated 
conjunctive in English tells one to stop 
in thought-some equal element is fol- 
lowing-the Arabic conjoiner points to 
a particular equivalent. Since there is 
not that pause in thought following the 
"and," how would this affect the place- 
ment of that equivalent in an orderly 
scheme? Would the "coordinate" state- 
ment be a facet of the concept rather than 
a latter portion of a cause-effect relation- 
ship? What term would appropriately ex- 
press this factor of closer relationship in 
order to provide better access to this con- 
cept? 
Below is a rendering of the event in 
the style of the national language of 
China: 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
THAT FAT BOY TOOK STONE 
----- 
THREW OVER THE TREE THEN LAUGHED 
(6) (7) (8) 
Here the variation in perspective is im- 
mediately apparent. Note that one word 
connotes the idea of "grasped the stone 
and threw it." Suddenly we are faced 
with emphasis on two objects (boy, tree), 
but the third object (stone), the inter- 
mediary means of the action, is enmeshed 
with the activity of having been grasped 
and thrown. This would not only shape 
different associations but would also en- 
force the creation of another vocabulary, 
new key words, for an index. 
Likewise, postulate additional fictional 
language systems with incongruent points 
of view. One could witness this event and 
find the docile recipient of the action 
(the tree) the central figure in this epi- 
sode; the spectator would look at the in- 
cident and say in his theoretical lan- 
guage, "The tree had something go over 
it." Depending on his language, he could 
virtually ignore the boy, the boy's ac- 
lions, and even the stone (to the point of 
specifically identifying it). Another by- 
stander whose language stressed ideo- 
graphic forces would note the arm as the 
perpetrator of the action-not even nec- 
essarily the boy's arm, because the posses- 
sive is an inheritance from Old English 
(23). 
Since, of necessity, we are depicting 
these novel viewpoints, both real and 
imaginary, in the English language, their 
revolutionary impact is tempered. Never- 
theless, the major point is that each lan- 
guage would extract disparate categories 
from the same event; different entities, 
actions, and relationships would emerge. 
In our search for thc most efficient orga- 
nization of data, for the best "handles" 
for information retrieval, perhaps these 
concepts borrowed from other languages 
would prove the most expedient. Fur- 
thermore, the difficulty of translating 
these unconventional concepts into Eng- 
lish would be no barrier so long as they 
could be converted into machine-read- 
able symbols (21). 
This initial discussion of the uhiqui- 
tous sovereignty of language and its effect 
upon our classifying and indexing meth- 
ods is as yet just an introduction to a 
virtually unstudied but inestimably rich 
new area. It  may be that the premises 
postulated in this paper are incorrect or 
only partially true. Is all language actu- 
ally propositional in form? Does each 
language differ, establishing pattern-sys- 
tems which selectively perceive sensa- 
tions, phenomena, and- relationships? 
Through such pattern-selectivity, does 
language shape our conceptions of basic 
forces? Do these, in turn, channel our 
knowledge into certain categories so that 
classification systems are also tacitly or- 
dered and indexing needs implicitly 
shaped? This, then, is one impetus for 
further research. 
Clearly, the influence of language 
should be studied at much greater depth 
by librarians, for ignorance of this di- 
mension is inimical to a profession whose 
basic wares are words and whose best 
assets are human brains. In  short, the 
wealth of discovery, the fruitfulness lying 
ahead for the perceptive investigator, ap- 
pear infinitely abundant and valuable. 
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Overseas 
Report 
Some Notes on Two Czech Medical Libraries 
Constance Uzelac 
Norris Medical Library, University of Southern California School of Medicine, 
Los Angeles, California 90033 
The  times are difficult and interna- report o l  my observations from a visit to 
tional exchange is limited at the moment Czechoslovakia in an effort to enhance 
for most medical librarians. Those who the overall knowledge of the profession 
have the opportunity to travel have an with regard to the needs of foreign li- 
obligation to the profession to visit per- braries and colleagues. 
tinent foreign libraries. This paper is a 
CHAOS, devastation and frustration are 
the primary impressions received by a 
visitor to Czeclloslovakia. Therefore, it 
is difficult to distinguish the physical de- 
struction caused by recent unrest from 
World War I1 destruction, which is still 
evident in many European cities (some 
for historical purposes and others simply 
I)ecarlse of lack of funds for rebuilding). 
Language was not much of a problem 
for me-I used what I could best describe 
as a "l~asic Slavic languageo-a cross be- 
tween Kussian, Yugoslav, and limited 
Czech. It was extremely difficult to limit 
the conversation to medical libraries 
since I was curious about the politically 
electric feeling, which was so imminent 
and later resulted in the closure of the 
borders. The  Czechs are very outspoken 
and unafraid to face a destitute situation. 
Central Library, Faculty of General 
Medicine, Charles University, Prague 
The  renowned reputation of this uni- 
versity in old world Europe is recognized 
throughout the world. Therefore, it was 
somewhat of a shock to approach a build- 
ing that seemed to still visibly show signs 
of World War I1 devastation. Soviet 
dominated countries have a oneness of 
architectural design which prevails every- 
where. The  interior lobby and hallway 
of the main medical school building 
which houses the librarj  (in the base- 
ment) was depressing in appearance- 
cold, damp, dark and dirty. 1 could only 
hope that the clinical areas which I did 
not have time to visit were remodeled. As 
I wandered along the hallway and down 
the stairs to the library a dismal feeling 
overcame me. 
The  chief librarian, Frantisek Choc, 
Ph.D., was vacationing on his annual so- 
journ to the Adriatic Sea in Yugoslavia. 
My interview was primarily with an as- 
sistant professional who was studying to 
complete her degree in library science, 
and who had worked at the library for 
nine years. 
The  Central Library administers ap- 
proximately 70 specialty libraries in the 
hospital, laboratory and other clinical 
areas. It issues a quarterly entitled "Pfi- 
riistky novi- literatury" (Accessions of 
. . 
New ~ i t e r a t u r e )  and an annual entitled 
"Seznam Eapopisfi objednanjich pro fac- 
ultu" (List of Periodicals Ordered for 
Faculty), which function as a union list. 
T h e  major holdings in the specialty li- 
braries are deposited at the end of each 
year in the Central Library, to insure 
that there is one copy of all publications 
available. 
Some specialty libraries retain collec- 
tions of eminent physicians on a perma- 
nent basis, such as the anatomy library 
which houses the collection anb manu- 
scripts of Dr. Vaclava Grubera (1814- 
1890), the gynecology library which re- 
tains the collection and manuscripts of 
Dr. Karla Pawtika (1 849-1 91 4), and the 
obstetric library which contains a collec- 
tion of rare manuscripts and items of Dr. 
Antonina Jungmanna (1775-1854) (1). 
The  combined libraries have estimated 
their holdings at approximately 260,000 
volumes. I n  addition, 30,000 duplicate 
volumes are maintained for student us- 
age. They also issue, at tlie end of the 
summer semester, "Bibliografie lekacskd 
literatury a n o d  metody v bibliograficki.- 
pr;ici" (Bibliography of Medical Litera- 
ture of New Methods in Bibliographical 
Practice). 
The  Central Library estal)lished in 
1964 a program (2) witli.80 or more other 
countries for tlie purpose of an interna- 
tional exchange of pel-iotlicals antl mono- 
graphs of importance. This library re- 
ce i~es  journals from approximately 77 
countries and it is estimated that 850 
journal titles are received by the library 
as a result of this exchange program. The  
library administers the exchange of the 
medical faculty periodical, "Acta Uni- 
versitatis Carolinae; Metlica." Generally, 
the exchange rate is on a page for page 
count. Recently, the 1il)ral-y expanded 
the program to include an exchange of 
all Czech periodicals and monographs 
publishetl antl available. 
\\Jestern "infiltration" at the li11ral.y is 
evident by the number of English lan- 
guage journals piled high on the floors 
of the stack a1 eas (including many intlex- 
ing services, i.e., Index Medicus, various 
by-poducts of hlEDLARS, antl Excerpta 
Metlica). I use the word "infiltration" 
rather than influence sirice the indexes 
are liousetl in tlie library antl are not ap- 
parently utilized by the library staff (none 
of those 1 met had a good command of 
the English language). The  percentage 
of foreign students attending the meclical 
school is enormous, with most of the stu- 
dents originating from English-speaking 
African countries, India and China. 
These foreign students read more pro- 
ficiently in English than Czecll (although, 
of course, they must learn Czech in order 
to study), so that tlle lil,rary is tlesperatc 
for English metlical books. It seems ii-onic 
that English should be usetl as a major 
second language in an East European 
country. 
The  1il)rary's primary areas of interest 
;we in medical education, neoplasms a11c1 
tlie cal-diovascular system. liefe~.ente and 
readers services were sorely lacking. There 
was no reading room of any kind for 
students, antl fact~lty had ;I much greatel. 
number of privileges ;t~ailal)le to them. 
The  card catalog was located behind a 
Ilantl-built wooden coul~tel. which aerial 
as a circulation desk. This area was usetl 
primarily by library perwnnel o~ily. 
There were no reference Imoks or class 
rewrve categories visible in t l l is  circula- 
tion area. It may have I~een l~ecmse i t  
was t1t11-ing t l ~ e  summer sesion; howe\w-, 
there ~vas no sl~elving wliich c.otiltl I ~ ; I V C  
I~een allocated for this plq)ose. The  
\tacks were badly in need of reoi-gani~a- 
tion antl were not open to 1lsel.s Ixcat~sc 
of tlie strtlctural limitation\ of tllc li- 
I ) I ~ I ~ ~ .  
The  technical processing consists of 
accessioning items as they are received, 
regardless of whether they are bound or 
unl)ound materials. Consequently, jour- 
nal issues are accessioned along with 
other materials. This means that un- 
bound journal issues are scattered among 
all other types of library materials. It is 
\irtually impossible to find volumes of 
a multi-volume set not received simul- 
taneously. Most of the cards in the pub- 
lic catalog were handwritten. 
The  Czechoslovak Medical Publishing 
House issues numerous important jour- 
nals in English, covering a wide variety 
of subject areas. An annual index of all 
Czech publications is published and is 
arranged by author and topical areas of 
interest. 
Czech State Medical Library 
The  Central Library services only the 
medical school community. Physicians 
are routed to the Czech State Medical Li- 
brary for their research work, much as 
our physicians are directed to their 
county medical association libraries. This 
library is located around the corner from 
the ~ e n t r a l  Library. The  entry area con- 
tains the circulation desk and reference- 
reserve books which the students from 
the university may use. There is a good 
reading room which seats about 60 read- 
ers and displays a Czech version of the 
125 garden variety medical journals. This 
permits the entire current year to be re- 
tained there. The  reference collections 
consist mostly of dictionary and single 
volume handbook-type publications. 
As happens everywhere in the world 
the Czech State Medical Library was 
promised a new building about 15 years 
ago-they still wait. The  collection con- 
tains approximately 500,000 or more vol- 
umes. Approximately 10 years' worth of 
accumulation is housed in the present 
building. The  balance of the collection 
is housed in four locations scattered across 
Prague. Two of the four storage loca- 
tions are a school ruined from the war 
and a desecrated church, both in bad 
need of roof repair. Request for this ma- 
terial in storage takes 24 hours. 
Reference services include the compi- 
lation of bibliographies, interlibrary 
loans, bibliographic verifications, and 
limited translations. One often wonders 
how so few can perform so many tasks. 
As one generally surveys most of Europe, 
particularly Eastern Europe, personal 
services are inexpensive, plentiful and 
good, and more than balance the lack of 
efficiency and level of technology. The  
high organization and quality of service 
of the Czech State Medical Library con- 
trasts sharply with the apparently inade- 
quate services of the Central Library. 
There is a heavy demand for interlibrary 
loan services because of the monthly in- 
dexing publication prepared by the State 
Wormation and Indexing Facility which 
is not connected with the library but is 
housed in the same building. This serv- 
ice indexes all Czech journals and pub- 
lishes monthly indexes with quarterly 
and annual cumulations. The  Czech 
State Medical Library sends about 100 
packages a day for interlibrary loans, and 
any doctor in the country may use this 
service. No photocopying services are 
available at the moment. The  stacks are 
closed to the general public, which has 
access to this library as to the national 
medical library. However, visiting physi- 
cians and scholars may have access to car- 
rels housed in the stack areas. 
Again, technical processing consists of 
accessioning items as they are received. 
The  staff does extensive indexing for the 
card catalog and tries to adhere closely 
to MESH, and the card catalog includes 
numerous cross-references from Ameri- 
can terminology to the more commonly 
used European terminology when nec- 
essary. Under PL 480, the library re- 
ceives great quantities of English books 
from the National Library of Medicine 
and other sources. 
The  staff consists of six persons who 
share the same office and comprise the 
professional staff. The  head librarian, 
with whom I had my interview, had stud- 
ied for one year at Mt. Holyoke College 
in 1935. There are also several assistants 
for managing the reading room which 
houses only current journals. There is 
an alphabetical card file of journal titles 
and the country source, but the holdings 
list is located elsewhere. The  library re- 
ceives 1,300 journal titles, 200 of which 
are Czech. They have a small budget for 
binding which costs an average of $1.00 
per volume regardless of dimensions. Ad- 
ditional personnel is utilized for packing 
the interlibrary loans, sorting and re- 
trieving journals from the stacks, and 
performing other library functions. 
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sla news 
CHAPTERS & DIVISIONS 
Alabama-President Florine Oltman, a mem- 
ber of the Alabama Chapter, was the hon- 
ored guest a t  the Chapter's Feb 19 meeting 
held at Gunter Air Force Base. An Interna- 
tional Buffet, prepared by the Gunter Offi- 
cers Club, preceded President Oltman's ad- 
dress; dancing followed the meeting. 
Baltimore-Ed Warner, library planner, Re- 
gional Planning Council, addressed the Chap- 
ter at a dinner meeting on Mar :! concerning 
"Sllould Special Librarians Be Involved in 
Regional Library Planning?" 
Dayton-Dr. Gerald Lazorick, visiting associ- 
ate professor, University Libraries, Ohio State 
University, considered "Some System Tech- 
niques for Library Operations" at the Chap- 
ter's Mar 4 dinner meeting. 
Florida-The Chapter's Mar 13 meeting was 
a special day-long meeting held over the Uni- 
versity of Florida's GENESYS network be- 
tween Orlando, Gainesville and West Palm 
13eacll. GENESYS, which stands for Graduate 
Engineering Education System, is a closed 
circuit two-way television network used by 
the University's Engineering College. 4 p -  
propriately the program was a panel discus- 
sion of "Libraries for Engineers" conducted 
by Dr. Robert E. Uhrig, Dean of the College 
of Engineering. 
Greater St. Louis-At the Chapter's Feb 26 
meeting, Charles Guenther, supervisory li- 
brarian at the USAF Aeronautical Chart and 
Information Center, autographed copies of 
his new, critically acclaimed book of poetry 
PhraselParaphrase. All the available copies 
were quickly sold, and Rlr. Guenther donated 
the proceeds of the sale-$15.00-to the SLA 
Scholarship Fund. 
Heart  of America-On Nov 14 tlle Chapter 
met with the Kansas Chapter of the Ameri- 
can Library Association. T h e  program was a 
discussion of the research into the trails of 
Kansas that is being sponsored by the Kansas 
Cultural Heritage Center of Dodge City. 
T h e  Chapter's Mar 23 meeting was held 
at  Western Electric. A slide presentation, 
tour of the plant, and question and answer 
period were featured. 
Illinois-Robert Rosenthal, curator, special 
collections, Joseph Regenstein Library, Uni- 
versity of Chicago, described the special col- 
lections of tlle University Library to the 
Chapter at its Mar 23 meeting. 
Members of the Chapter Education Com- 
mittee served as group discussion leaders at 
an area-wide Chicago metropolitan meeting 
on Feb 10. T h e  purpose of the meeting, also 
attended by T h e  Chicago Library Club and 
the Illinois Library Association, was to dis- 
cuss the concept of a Chicago Metlopolitan 
Cooperative L i b ~ a r y  Agency. 
Minnesota-COM (Computer Output Micro- 
film) as an information storage and retrieval 
medium with examples of applications and 
indexing techniques was the program of the 
hlar 16 dinner meeting. Owen D. McBride, 
market supervisor, Finance S: Insu~ance Rlar- 
ket, 3R.I Microfilm Products Division-the 
speaker-directed his remarks to the cullent 
and/or  potential use of COhl. 
New Jersey-At a joint afternoon meeting on 
Mar 18 with the New Jersey Chapter of the 
National Microfilm Association, the Chapter 
discussed microfilm application profiles, in- 
dexing, micro publishing, and in-house vs. 
outside services. Dinner followed. 
New York-The Chapter greeted President 
Florine Oltman on Mar 4. She spoke on 
"The Special Libraries Association-Prob- 
lems and Prospects." 
T h e  Advertising 6 Murketing Group met 
a t  Foote, Cone and Belding on Feb 2 for a 
tour of the on-site complex and a demon- 
stlation of the preparation of a commercial. 
T h e  Social Sciences Group held a series of 
three meetings on the U.S. census. On Dec 10, 
Mrs. Evelyn Mann, supervisor of the Popu- 
lation Section of the New York City Depart- 
ment of City Planning and coordinator of 
the 1970 census, discussed the planning and 
results of the census. Dr. Julius Marke, pro- 
fessor of law and law librarian at New York 
University, discussed the history of tlle cell- 
sus and its legal aspects at the second meet- 
ing. T h e  final meeting was held Mar 10. Dr. 
James Ivl. Beshers, professor of sociology at 
City University of New York, discussecl the 
demographic aspects of the census. 
Philadelphia and Vicinity-The Jan 19 meet- 
ing was held at the Theodore F. Jenkins Me- 
morial Law Library in the Widener Build- 
ing. After a tour led by Joseph Passcucci, 
librarian, Ada van Der Poll discussed the 
organization of legal materials and Mr. Pass- 
cucci presented a history of the library. 
San Diego-The Chapter's February meeting 
was held at the Naval Electronics Laboratory 
Center. Herman Englander spoke on "Phi- 
losophy of Automation." 
On Mar 26, the Chapter heard George 
Harmon, president of the National Microfilm 
Association, discuss "The Microfilm-Com- 
puter Interface." The  occasion was spon- 
sored by the California Library Association, 
National Microfilm Association, and the San 
Diego Chapter. Members of the Association 
for Systems Management, Data Processing 
Management Association, and the Associa- 
tion for Computing Machinery were also 
present. 
Southern California-"Human Dimensions of 
Special Libraries" was the theme of the Chap- 
ter's dinner meeting on Mar 23, when Nor- 
man Crum, Technical Information Center, 
TEMPO, General Electric Company, Santa 
Barbara, led a discussion of librarians' rela- 
tionships with managers, customers, staff and 
others. 
Toronto-"Effective Management in the Li- 
brary, Part 2," was the theme of the Chapter's 
Feb 25 meeting. John Schiele, P. S. Ross and 
Partners, and Jean Kerfoot, Legislative Li- 
brary of Ontario, discussed personnel man- 
agement. Jack Yocum, Gulf Oil Company, 
spoke on public relations. 
Upstate New York-The Chapter's second 
annual technical tutorial-"High Pressure, 
High Temperature Technology"-was held 
Mar 19 at the Research & Development Cen- 
ter, General Electric Company, Schenectady, 
in cooperation with members of the techni- 
cal staff of the physical chemistry laboratory. 
The  all-day session included speeches, dis- 
cussion, and a tour. 
Washington, D.C.-At a dinner meeting on 
Jan 19 at the Peking Restaurant, the Chap- 
ter enjoyed authentic northern Chinese cui- 
sine from "0 o soup" to "Peking Duck." 
Dr. S. Fred Singer, deputy assistant secretary, 
Scientific Programs, Department of the In- 
terior, spoke on "Environment: The  Chal- 
lenge of the Seventies." 
San Francisco Chapter Provides 
Dues Assistance for Unemwloved Members 
The  San Francisco Bay Region Chapter an- 
nounced in its March 1971 Bulletin a Mem- 
bership Dues Assistance Fund for the use of 
Chapter members who find themselves tem- 
por&ily unemployed. The  source of the Fund 
is the Chapter's Continuing Education Special 
Fund which grew as a result of programs and 
courses given by the Chapter Education Com- 
mittee. 
Individuals who are eligible to use the 
fund are: 
1. Members or Associates of the San Fran- 
cisco Bay Region Chapter in good standing 
for the year 1970 and who are unemployed 
at the time of application for assistance. 
2. Student members of the San Francisco 
Bay Region Chapter in good standing for 
the year 1970 who become eligible to be a 
Member or Associate in the Spring of 1971 
and who are unemployed at the time of ap- 
plication for assistance. 
Regulations and limitations for use of the 
fund are: 
1. Application for assistance will be by 
letter to the Chapter president, and payment 
will be made to SLA headquarters on ap- 
proval of the application by the Chapter 
president, president-elect and treasurer. 
2. Payment will represent dues for 1971 
only. Fees for extra Chapter or Division affili- 
ations are specifically excluded. 
3. Payment will be made on an interest- 
free loan basis, with the understanding that 
the money be repaid to the San Francisco 
Bay Region Chapter within six months after 
becoming employed. 
Extra-Association Relations Policy 
Reaffirmation 
At the Midwinter Meeting in Jan 1971, 
the S I A  Board of Directors reaffirmed the 
Association's Extra-Association Relations Pol- 
icy. T h e  Policy follows: 
Official and Public Statements 
T h e  Special Libraries Association should 
have and should publicize its official position 
on matters which affect the Special Libraries 
Association, its membership, and the rela- 
tion of the Association to other organizations 
ranging from other professional associations 
to the federal government. 
These position statements should emanate 
from Association officers, Representatives, 
Committee chairmen, Chapter presidents, Di- 
vision chairmen, Section chairmen, and mem- 
bers of the Headquarters professional staff 
who may speak or act officially on matters 
which are within their respective areas of 
official responsibility and on which they are 
fully informed. When circumstances require, 
an official may designate an alternate to ex- 
ercise this privilege. T h e  alternate should be 
equally qualified and should hold a related 
official capacity in the Association. 
Although this policy statement encourages 
the formulation and announcement of the 
Association's official position, advice from 
higher Association authority should be sought 
when the official position is not known. W i t h  
out exception, controversial matters should 
be  referred to the Association President, tlic 
Executive Director, or as specified by them, 
to other authority in a position to determine 
and qualified to state the Association's official 
position. 
Since each member can be placed in a 
situation where he may be considered a 
spokesman for the Association and can influ- 
ence its status and reputation, he must accept 
personal responsibility for basing statements 
(written or oral) on facts which permit ex- 
pressing true honest opinion, and for avoid- 
ing misconception, discredit, and improper 
release of information given in confidence. 
Each individual member, as well as each 
elected and appointed official and represcnta- 
tive of the Association, should include the 
following among his objectives. 
Increase awareness of special libraries and 
create understanding of their importance. 
Extend knowledge of the present and fu- 
ture role of special libraries. 
Widen interest in  special librar-ianship as a 
career. 
Develop and maintain respect and good 
will among professional associations and 
governmental groups. 
Promote the objectives of the library and 
information science profession by co- 
operation with similarly oriented groups. 
Enhance the public impression of librar- 
ianship. 
Professional Activities and  Public Events 
Participation in any professional activities 
and public events bringing credit to the Asso- 
ciation is desirable. Invitations for others to 
participate in  Special Libraries Association 
activities are equally desirable. I n  either case, 
decision rests with the authority appropriate 
to commit funds or action. 
Affiliation, Contracts and Agreements 
Association affiliation and disaffiliation 
with a society having objectives allied to 
those of Special Libraries Association is au- 
thorized by the Board of Directors (Bylaws, 
Article XIV, Section 1). Similarly a Chapter, 
Division, or Section may affiliate and disaffili- 
ate with a local or common interest group 
in accordance with the provisions of its own 
bylaws which have been approved by Asso- 
ciation authority; except that affiliation or 
disaffiliation with a national or international 
society must be approved by the Association 
Hoard of Directors. Notice of affiliation or 
disaffiliation is reported to Association Head- 
quarters for information. 
An agreement, contract, o r  obligation en- 
tered into by any Association uni t  requires 
advance approval by the Association Board 
of Directors if liability exceeds the unit's 
available o r  budgeted funds. 
,411 affiliate and contractual relationships 
shall be directed toward the best interest of 
the Association and shall protect its property 
and identity. 
Adopted by the Board of Directors May 28, 1966 
Af i rmed  by the Board of Directors Jan 30, 1971 
Allotments/ 1 97 1 
for Chapters and Divisions 
Chapter and Division allotments for 1971 
were mailed from the New York offices to 
Chapter and Division treasurers the end of 
February. Chapters receive $3.00 per member 
and Divisions receive $2.00 per member, 
based on the Dec 31, 1970 count of all mem- 
bership categories. The  amounts each Chap- 
ter and Division received are as follows: 
Advertising & Marketing 
Aerospace 
Biological Sciences 
Business and Finance 
Chemistry 
Documentation 
Engineering 
Geography & Map 
Insurance 
Metals/Materials 
Military Librarians 
Museums, Arts & Humanities 
Natural Resources 
Newspaper 
Nuclear Science 
Petroleum 
Pharmaceutical 
Picture 
Public Utilities 
Publishing 
Science-Technology 
Social Science 
Transportation 
Alabama 
Baltimore 
Boston 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Colorado 
Connecticut Valley 
Da,yton 
Florida 
Greater St. Louis 
Heart of America 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Louisiana 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Montreal 
New Jersey 
New York 
North Carolina 
Oklahoma 
Pacific Northwest 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Princeton-Tren ton 
Rio Grande 
San Diego 
San Francisco Bay Region 
South Atlantic 
Southern Appalachian 
Southern California 
Texas 
Toronto 
Upstate New York 
Virginia 
Washington, D.C. 
Wisconsin 
Additional Proposed Bylaw AmendmentX 
On Apr 7, 1971 SLA's Board of Directors took advantage of new technology. A special 
meeting of the Board was held by interconnection through its own network by means of 
a conference telephone call. The event is believed to be the first such meeting of the 
Board of any library- or information-oriented organization. A need had arisen for 
quick action by the Board of Directors in order to avoid the possibility of a year's delay 
in further discussions with the Internal Revenue Service. 
T h e  desirability for an additional amend- 
ment to the Bylaws had been brought to the 
attention of the Board of Directors by the 
.4ssociation's legal counsel. T h e  Board has 
approved an additional proposed amendment 
to the Bylaws-with implications relating to 
SLA's status as a non-profit organization- 
to be voted on at the Annual Meeting in 
June. 
4 full statement of the proposal has been 
mailed to all voting members Eoncerning the 
amendment which will be brought to a vote 
at  the Annual Meeting in June. READ 
Y O U R  COPY CAREFULLY; ONLY A 
P O R T I O N  OF T H E  STATEMENT IS 
REPIiODUCED HERE. 
SLA1, a non-profit organization, is now 
classified as a business league or  trade asso- 
ciation under the Internal Revenue Code 
Section 501(c)(6). T h e  Board feels strongly 
that SL.4's programs of activities qualify the 
LQssociation for classification under IRC Sec- 
tion 501(c)(3) as an educational, literary, sci- 
entific organization. 
T h e  essential characteristic of an organiza- 
tion classified under Section 501(c)(3) is that 
the organization be primarily for the benefit 
of the general public. I t  is the belief of the 
Board that the activities of SLA, when 
viewed as a whole, are plainly for the benefit 
of the general public. Accordingly, in  the 
-- 
* For other proposed Bylaw amendments 
and dues changes to be voted on at  the An- 
nual Meeting in June, see Special Libraries 
62 (no.2): p.108-110 (Feb 1971). 
opinion of the Board, it is entirely appropri- 
ate that the Association seek reclassification 
under IRC Section 501(c)(3). 
A substantial case was submitted to the 
IRS in support of our position that the ac- 
tivities of the Association are primarily for 
the benefit of the general public. However, 
the initial decision of the IRS has been to 
deny our application. T h e  matter is being 
appealed, and it is expected that additional 
documentary evidence in support of our posi- 
tion will be submitted. 
I t  is believed that the Bylaw change pro- 
posed will add significantly to the effective- 
ness of our application to be reclassified un- 
der Section 501(c)(3). In  this connection, it 
is instructive to examine what our fellow 
associations have done. T h e  Medical Library 
Association, for example, admits as associate 
members, "persons interested in medical or 
allied scientific libraries." T h e  Music Library 
Association admits as regular members, "per- 
sons who have a serious interest in the stated 
purpose of the Association." T h e  American 
Library Association admits persons "inter- 
ested in the work of the .4ssociation." 
There are variations in all of the other 
organizations regarding the way members are 
classified and the roles which the various 
classes of members are permitted to play 
within the organization. Nevertheless, the 
common denominator is the fact that all 
these organizations permit all interested 
parties t o .  become members if they desire. 
All of these organizations are classified undrr 
Z K C  Section 501(c)(3). 
Advantages Under IRC Section 501(c)(3) 
l ' l ie limited financial base of an IRC 
Section 501(c)(6) organi7ation is to be con- 
trasted with the status of an IRC Section 
501(c)(3) organization. There are a variety of 
related benefits: 
- There is the generally known exemption 
from certain state sales taxes plus reduc- 
tions in  certain postage costs. 
Contributions to a Section 501(c)(3) or- 
ganization are deductible by the giver, 
subject to the usual limitations on giving 
contained in tlle Code. 
. Advantages in receiving testamentary 
gifts or bequests to the Association. 
Proposal F .  T h e  Board of Directors recom- 
mends to the members that they approve 
the proposed changes in  Article 11, Section 
3 of the Bylaws. 
Article II: Membership 
SECTION 3. Associate [Member]. Associate [Mem- 
ber] status shall be granted to an applicant 
who at the time of application does not meet 
the requirements for Member but who fulfills 
either of the following requiremcnts: 
n .  Has a degree from an acc~etlitetl uni~ersitv 
or college, and has or has had a professional 
position in a special libra~y or in a library- 
lelaietl service; 
b. Has a position in a special library, such 
position tleterminctl 1)) ~eview hy the Associa- 
tion committee concerned with membership 
t o  be of a professional nature. 
[c. Has a serious interest in the objectibes of 
the Association.] 
An Associate [Member] shall have the right to 
vote, to hold any Chapter or 1)ivision ofice rx- 
cept that of Chapter President and President- 
Elect or llivision Chairman and Chairman-Elect, 
to affiliate with one Chapter and one Division 
without further payment, and to recei~c the 
official journal frec. Upon qualification for mcm- 
I)ership, an Associate [Member] shall I~ecome a 
Memlxr. 
If the proposed amendment to Article 11, 
Section 3 is adopted, editorial amendments 
are required in  Article 11, Sections 1 and fi; 
Article V, Section 2; and Article X, Section 1. 
T h e  Board is aware of the many argu- 
ments, both pro and con, whicll can be made 
about the desirability of these proposed 
changes. Nevertlieless, tlle financial health of 
the Association is believed to be an over- 
riding concern. I t  is not the Board's intent 
that t l~is  proposed amendment be used in 
any way to dilute the professional levels of 
other Sections o r  paragraphs of our Bylaws. 
( T l ~ e  Board's current efforts to improve 
SL.-\'s position vis-a-vis the Internal Kevenue 
Service wcre begun in 1967. This  proposal is 
not related to the discussions of a possible 
merger with ASIS whicli were begun in 1969.) 
Proposal G .  If the foregoing change in the 
Associate category is approved, it  is desir- 
able that the dues to be paid by Associate 
Members be restated. There is n o  change in 
amount. T h e  Board recommends that the 
annual dues for Associate Members be $30.00. 
Mrs. Jeanne B. North has resigned as 
Chairman-Elect of the Advisory Council. In  
conformity with the Bylaws the Board of 
Directors has elected Forrest H.  Alter to fill 
the remainder of Mrs. North's unexpired 
term as Chairman-Elect, which includes suc- 
cession to the office of Advisory Council 
Chairman in June for 1971172. 
Forrest Alter Named Advisor); 
Council Chairman-Elect 
Forrest H. Alter is head, Art, Music & Drama 
Department, Flint (Michigan) Public Library. 
He received a BA in Education from the 
University of Pittsburgh (1936) and a BS(LS) 
from Columbia University (1947). 
Mr. Alter was employed by the Detroit 
Public Library (1947153) in various positions, 
his last assignment being first assistant in the 
Audio-visual Department. He was librarian 
of the Film Council of America, Evanston, 
Illinois (1953155) and then went to London, 
England, as Liaison Representative of the 
Adult Education Association of the U.S.A. 
to the National Institute of Adult Education 
(England and Wales) and organized a library 
for the Institute (1955157). He was appointed 
to his present i n  1958 and drganized 
the department he now heads. 
He is a member of ALA; Music Library 
Association; Michigan Library Association; 
Flint Area Library Association (President, 
1962165); Flint Public Library Staff Asso- 
ciation (President-Elect, 1971/72); Beta Phi 
nru. 
He is a member of the Music Committee, 
Michigan Council for the Arts (1963171); 
Treasurer of the Greater Flint Arts Council 
(1968171); and a board member of Flint 
Community Concerts, Inc. (1969/71). 
He has taught at reference workshops for 
the Michigan State Library, lectured at the 
Department of Librarianship, Western Mich- 
igan University, and has contributed to li- 
brary periodicals. 
SLA Chapter Activities. I n  the Illinois 
Chapter, he held committee assignments in 
1953155. In the Michigan Chapter, 11e has 
been president-elect and bulletin editor 
(1 965/66), president (1 966/67), president-elect 
and program chairman (1968/69), president 
(1969/70), and has served on various com- 
mittees. 
SLA Division Activities. He was chairman- 
elect of the Picture Division (1960162) and 
chairman (1962164). 
A t  the Association Level .  Nominating 
Committee (1963164); Convention Program 
Committee (1963165). A member of SLA 
since 1948. 
SLA Hall of Fame/1971 
PRESIDENT Florine Oltman has announced 
the election of two members to the SLA 
Hall of Fame in  1971 who have made 
outstanding contributions to the growth 
and development of Special Libraries As- 
sociation at the Association, Chapter and 
Division levels. 
Herman H.  H e n k l e  
In  a time when it  has become more 
and more fashionable for an individual 
to concentrate on a small area of profes- 
sional specialization, it is a rare privilege 
to recognize and honor an individual 
whose area of specialization has been 
virtually every facet of librarianship, and 
who has demonstrated leadership antl ex- 
cellence in all of these. Hernlan H.  
Henkle is such a man, and the Special 
Libraries Association honors him for his 
outstanding contributions to the Associa- 
tion and its programs. However, worthy 
as he is of recognition for his contrilm- 
tions to special librarianship alone, it 
would be unfair to evaluate the man 
without at least mentioning liis qualities 
as a teacher, administrator, lilx-ary scllool 
director, special librarian, innovator, antl 
prolessional leader. Furthermore, wliile 
the award being bestowed is traditionally 
awarded at the close of the recipient's 
professional career, SLA could not wait 
long enough for this to actually happen. 
Herman Henkle's career has not c-om- 
pletely drawn to a close and it pi-ol)al~ly 
never will. And so we honor him in his 
72nd year, not because lie has grown 
tired of working for liis profession, but 
because we have grown tired of waiting 
for him to grow tired. 
Born in  Colorado Springs, Colorado, 
Herman Henkle received his AB degree 
in Zoology and Chemistry from Whittier 
College, and followed this with the Li- 
brary Science Certificate from the Uni- 
versity of California and his Master's 
Degree in Library Science from the Uni- 
versity of Chicago. After serving as librar- 
ian for the Biology Library of the Uni- 
versity of California at Berkeley, he 
taught at the University of Illinois Li- 
brary School before becoming Director 
of the Library School at Simmons Col- 
lege, where most fittingly one of his fac- 
ully members is our other honoree for 
this year. 
After leaving Sirnmons College in this 
1.emarkable antl multi-faceted career, Mr. 
Henkle served as Director of tlie Process- 
ing Department of tlie Library of Coil- 
gress, before assuming the post of Di- 
rector of tlie John Crera~. Lil)rary, one of 
tlle world's outstanding special lil~raries, 
in 1047. He obviously found John Crerai. 
to his liking, because lie stayed there, as 
1)irectoi- and later Executive Director, 
for 21 years. Somehow he also found time 
during this period to teach at the Uni- 
versity of Chicago. Since 1968 Herman 
Henkle has been in what for rnost peo- 
ple would be retirement, serving as con- 
sultant to the James J. Hill Library in 
St. Paul and also as a fai t l i f~~l  new recruit 
member of the SLA Minnesota Chapter, 
as well as a lecturer at the University of  
Minnesota Library School. 
His accomplisl~ments are simply too 
numerous to mention except in brief. He 
climaxed his participation in the Special 
Libraries Association 11): serving as our 
President in 1945146, and the John 
Crerar Library under his direction served 
as the contractor organization for the 
SLA Translations Center. 
At a time when special librarians are 
becoming increasingly aware of their 
need to relate to other professional li- 
brary and information societies, Herman 
Henkle is the living example of this ecu- 
menical spirit. I n  addition to serving as 
President of SLA, Mr. Henkle also served 
as president of the American Documenta- 
tion Institute (ADI, now ASIS). He  was 
president of the American Association of 
Library Schools, a member of the ALA 
Board of Education for Librarianship, 
Chairman of the Union List of Serials, 
Chairman of the Center for Research Li- 
braries, a consultant for science libraries 
to UNESCO, a member of the investiga- 
tive committee whose work led to the 
formation of ASTIA (now the Defense 
Documentation Center). The  list is virtu- 
ally endless. His activities extend beyond 
SLA, ALA and ASIS to the Medical Li- 
brary Association and the American So- 
ciety for Metals. 
I t  is SLA which must feel honored, in 
the fact that this talented and multi- 
faceted individual chose our society as 
tlle channel for so much of his profes- 
sional expression and effort. In  recogniz- 
ing Herman Henkle by electing him to 
tlle SLA Hall of Fame, we extend to him 
our grateful appreciation. 
Ruth S. Leonard 
It was Henry Adams who wrote, in 
T h e  Education of Henry Adams, "A 
teacher affects eternity-he can never tell 
where his influence stops." The  Special 
Libraries Association honors, through in- 
duction into its Hall of Fame, a great 
and devoted teacher of special librarian- 
ship, whose influence on our Association 
and our profession is so real and so great 
that we cannot imagine what it would 
have been like without her. 
Ruth Shaw Leonard has been educat- 
ing special librarians at Simmons College 
for 34 years, and the impact of her enthu- 
siasm, of her strong professional and ethi- 
cal standards, and of the ideals which she 
imparted, is simply beyond measuring. 
A native of Boston, Miss Leonard re- 
ceived a BS in Library Science from Sim- 
mons College, and later her Master's De- 
gree from Columbia University. After a 
numl~er  of years as a cataloger at M I T  
and as Research Director of the Bentley 
College of Accounting and Finance, she 
joined the Simmons faculty as an in- 
structor in 1937, attaining professorial 
rank in 1941. 
Miss Leonard's contributions to SLA 
go well beyond the preparation of special 
librarians, and show her constant devo- 
tion to the highest standards of her pro- 
fession. For her Chapter she served suc- 
cessively as chairman of the membership 
committee, chairman of the education 
committee, editor of the news bulletin, 
member of the civilian defense commit- 
tee during World War 11, member of the 
executive board, registration chairman 
for tlle Boston SLA conference, and as a 
member of the Chapter editorial board. 
She held many of these posts several 
times. She also participated in numerous 
chapter programs, and was a frequent 
speaker and contributor to Chapter and 
area publications. 
On the Association level, Ruth Leon- 
ard has long been recognized for her un- 
failing enthusiasm, her capacity for hard 
work, her modesty, and her dogged re- 
fusal to compromise the high standards 
which special librarians shodd and must 
represeAt. She has served her Association 
as chairman of the Training and Profes- 
sional Activities committee-and as chair- 
man of the Professional Standards Com- 
mittee. She has been chairman of the 
Classification Committee, chairman of 
the Chapter Relations Committee and 
CLO, and Second Vice President of the 
Association. In 1965 Ruth Leonard re- 
ceived this Association's highest award, 
the SLA Professional Award, for the de- 
velopment of Object ives and Standards 
for Special Libraries. It is appropriate to 
quote in part from SLA President Bud- 
ington's tribute at that time. The words 
are still meaningful. He said: "Many a 
librarian, special or otherwise, owes his 
initial grounding in librarianship to your 
skillful and effective teaching. T o  this 
very considerable contribution, you have 
added yet another, which stands as a 
landmark in the development of our pro- 
fession. . . . From a welter of drafts and 
changing advice, you constructed the As- 
sociation's Objectives and Standards for 
Special Libraries, doing so by the appli- 
cation of high professional judgment and 
clear thinking. Your beneficiaries are 
legion-including students and seasoned 
practitioners, managements, and consult- 
ants." 
Ruth Leonard is a great special librar- 
ian and a great teacher of special librar- 
ians-not only in what she has imparted 
in the classroom, but by the very example 
of her entire professional life. The stand- 
ards which she leaves us will serve special 
librarians as a reminder and challenge to 
strive for the heights she so consistently 
achieves. 
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vistas 
HAVE YOU SEEN ? 
A relative humidity / temperature recorder 
provides a continuous read-out of humidity 
and temperature on a strip chart so that 
operating personnel can avoid damage to 
documents and art work. The  paper roll, 
which lasts for nine weeks before needing to 
be changed, has rectilinear grids. The  Model 
225 recorder is available for $255 from Rus- 
trak Instrument Division, Gulton Industries, 
Inc., Municipal Airport, Manchester, N.H. 
03103. 
papers that must be secured in sequence, yet 
be easy to remove and replace, the binder is 
available from Devoke Co., 1015 Corporation 
Way, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303. 
A cassette sound projection system provides 
up to two hours of continuous programming 
from a single cassette unit. The Model TD- 
201 uses both sides of a standard cassette 
cartridge and will automatically program any 
slide or film strip projector with remote con- 
trol capability. For information, contact: 
Teaching Dynamics, Main and Cotton Sts., 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19127. 
A hanging file binder combines the features 
of a suspension file folder with those of a 
three-ring binder. Two removable hanging 
rods are inside the binder cover so that when 
not in use, the file binder can be dropped 
into a letter-size file drawer equipped with 
a standard suspension frame. Designed for 
Multi-purpose chairs, T417, are of welded 
construction and are available with or with- 
out arms. The  wide-stance leg design pro- 
vides stability, and stainless steel glides pre- 
vent marring floor tile or snagging carpets. 
For a brochure, write: Steelcase Inc., Grand 
Rapids, Mich. 49501. 
209 
A new computer in the IBM System/370 is 
the low-cost Model 135 which offers expanded 
communications capabilities to users of small 
and medium-sized IBM computers without 
a comparable increase in cost. The  com- 
vide storage mace. For information on the 
RPII model projector, 
Corp., 555 W. Taft Dr., 
60473. 
write: H. Wilson 
South Holland, Ill. 
puter's-data base has a memory capacity of 
up to 240,000 bytes, and there is an optional 
integrated communications attachment that 
permits linkage with terminals. Program 
products are available to support various ap- 
plications. First customer shipments are sched- 
uled to begin in May 1972. Contact IBM 
Corp., 1133 Westchester .4ve., White Plains, 
N.Y. 10604. 
A high-speed flat-bed book copier is designed 
for high-volume use. T h e  Model 230 Copier 
produces up to 30 copies per minute and uses 
a roll of copy paper large enough to make 
1,000 letter-size copies. Information lights ad- 
vise the operator when supplies need to be 
replenished. T h e  copier is marketed by Savin 
Business Machines Corp., Valhalla, hl.Y. 
10595. 
A heavy duty plastic bag eliminates the need 
to clean pocket pasting machines after each 
use. By storing the paste unit in the bag 
with the glue still in the pot, cleaning is 
said to be reduced to a once-a-week task. 
Sound deadening pads are also available. 
For a sample of the storage bag and infor- 
mation, write: Potdevin Machine Co., 233 
North St., Teterboro, N.J. 07608. 
A Movie-Mover shows films, filmstrips and 
slides in undarkened rooms by positioning 
the projector close to the screen box so that 
ambient light is prevented from affecting 
the picture. The  screen is 18" x 24", the 
unit is mobile, and metal sliding doors pro- 
210 
Conference desks, bookcase desks, and tub 
file desks with height adjustable from sitting 
level (28") to standing level (36") in one inch 
increments are constructed of heavy gauge 
metal with laminated wood-grain plastic tops. 
An elevated console can be placed on top of 
any of these desks to make a work station. 
These products are available from: Kwik- 
File, 2845 Harriet Ave. So., Minneapolis, 
Minn. 55408. 
nation which diffuses non-glare light over 
the entire viewing area and is available 
from T h e  EdnaLite Corp., 290 No. Water 
St., Peekskill, N.Y. 10566. 
T h e  EdnaLite VIP  Masterlens provides a 
visual assist in reading. With a viewing area 
of almost 45 square inches, the optical system 
is made from one piece of optical glass. T h e  
product is equipped with RamaLite illumi- 
Black index panels-part of the Viz-a-Fiche 
System-have been developed for heat proc- 
essed film. T h e  panels are 81/2" x l l",  have 
the standard three hole punching, and are 
reinforced with metal eyelets. For informa- 
tion write: Boorum & Pease, 84 Hudson Ave., 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
HAVE YOU HEARD ? 
Government Publications Bibliography 
Annotated List of Selected United 
States Government Publications Available to 
Depository Libraries, compiled by Sylvia hle- 
chanic, has been published by T h e  H. W. 
Wilson Company. T h e  guide, which provides 
1)ibliographic information and descriptive 
annotations for nearly 500 items regularly 
distributed to depository libraries, is avail- 
able for $16.00 in U.S. and Canada, $18.00 
foreign. 
NFSAIS 
T h e  National Federation of Science 
.\bstracting and Indexing Services has pub- 
lisfied its 1969 Conference Proceedings 
($10.00) and its 1970 Conference Digest 
($7.50). They may be ordered from NFSAIS, 
2102 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103. 
Computer Input  from Microfilm (CIM) 
Grafix I Automated Data Input Sys- 
tem, a fourth-generation optical data input 
system that reads computer input data from 
documents of any size or format, printed in 
any font, in any language, has been intro- 
duced by Information International, Los 
Angeles, Calif. T h e  system reads from filmed 
images rather than from paper. I t  consists 
of  a central processing unit (a large, higll- 
speed computer), a scanner system, and bi- 
nary image processor. 
Medical Libraries Catalog Cards Reproduced 
T h e  New York Regional Group of the 
Medical Library Association held its spring 
meeting Mar 23 to hear Dr. Kurt W.  Deuschle, 
Mount Sinai School of Medicine o f  the City 
University of New York, speak on "The 
Theory and Practice of Community Medicine 
in the 70's." 
Microfilm Program 
T h e  New York City Chapter of the 
National Microfilm Association is holding a 
series of six educational programs on  the 
Basics of Microfilm Technology at  the War- 
wick Hotel, Avenue of the Americas and 56th 
St. T h e  series began Feb 24 and will con- 
tinue through Jul 28 a t  a cost of $3.00 per 
session. For information, contact: National 
Microfilm Association, Metropolitan New 
York Chapter, P.O. Box 506, Radio City 
Station, New York, N.Y. 10019. 
Acquisitions Newspaper 
One library's answer to publicizing 
its acquisitions list is an acquisitions newspa- 
per-Confrontation. Librarians who wish to 
see the paper's format may write to Alan 
Heath, Robert F. Kidd Library, Glenville 
State College, Glenville, W.Va. 26351, for a 
COPY. 
Metric System Conversion 
T h e  National Microfilm Association 
has announced that all dimensioning in 
NMA Industry Standards now use the metric 
system. At present the conversion system is 
by the exact method, with U.S. customary 
units shown parenthetically. T h e  rounded 
and rationalized methods will be used at  
some time in the future. Vendors in the mi- 
crographics field are being enconraged to use 
the metric system. 
Library Associates Award 
T h e  Library Associates of Brooklyn 
College presented their 21st Distinguished 
Service Award to Cleveland Amory on  Mar 
27 for his efforts in  prodding "the human 
animal to be a humane one." 
LARC President 
Dr. H. William Axford, director of 
libraries at  Arizona State University, Tempe, 
has been named president of the Library 
Automation, Research and Consulting Asso- 
ciation for 1971. 
T h e  University of South Dakota Li- 
braries have established a cooperative cata- 
log card reproduction project with about 75 
other libraries. T h e  ventuie can: 1) supply a 
complete set of catalog cards within a week 
for any item for which LC cards have been 
printed, and 2) reproduce copies of a li- 
brary's own master card. For details, write 
Joseph R.  Edelon, Jr., Head of Technical 
Services, University of South Dakota Librar- 
ies, Vermillion, S.D. 57069. 
Censorship 
T h e  Newsletter on Intellectual Free- 
dom now displays a new format and editorial 
policy. I t  contains more comprehensive cov- 
erage, original articles, and regular features. 
There are four topical columns, each of 
which is headed by a map of the U.S. that 
pinpoints the location of important news 
about intellectual freedom. T h e  Newsletter 
is now edited by the staff of the American 
Library Association Office for Intellectual 
Freedom, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, 111. 6061 1. 
Guide to Libraries 
T h e  8th edition of Library and Refer- 
ence Facilities in the Area of the District of 
Columbia provides a guide to subject hold- 
ings and information on nearly 425 libraries. 
T h e  volume is published by T h e  Joint Ven- 
ture publishing group and is based on the 
seven previous editions published by the Li- 
brary of Congress. Copies are available from 
T h e  Joint Venture, Rm. 200, 2001 S St., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20009 at  a cost of $5.95 
after May 1. T h e  Joint Venture is a coop- 
erative effort of several organiza- 
tions including the Washington, D.C. Chap- 
ter of SLA. 
Engineering Data Books 
T h e  General Electric Company has 
inaugurated a new service specifically for de- 
sign engineers. T h e  "Heat Transfer and 
Fluid Flow Design Data Books" are available 
at  a cost of $290 after May 1, with a n n ~ l a l  
updating for $75 a year (outside the U.S. 
and Canada the cost is $350 with revisions 
$115 per year). For information: Patent and 
Technology Marketing, General Electric 
Company, P.O. Box 43. Schenectady, N.Y.  
12301. 
Protection for Cassettes COMING EVENTS 
Bro-Dart has introduced t l~e i r  Secura 
Cassette Circulation System. T h e  system in- 
cludes a high-speed single copy duplicator 
wliicli reproduces uncopyriglited cassettes in 
less than three minutes for borrowing pur- 
poses. T h e  cassettes can sul~sequently be 
erased. A browser bin is also available which 
permits patrons to review what is available 
without actually having the cassette in their 
possession. Contact: Bro-Dart, Inc., 56 Earl 
St., Newark, N.J. 07114. 
Toronto Libraries 
T h e  fi£th edition of Directory of Spe- 
cial Libraries: Toronto and Cities in  O n -  
iarto West of Ottawa, published by the To-  
ronto Chapter of SLA, is available for $5.00 
prepaid from Dean Tudor, Dept. of Revenue 
Library, Frost Bldg., Queen's Park, Toronto 
5, Ontario. 
Comparing Library Buildings 
Measurement and Compnrison of 
Physical Facilities for Libraries presents 
standard definitions and procedures by which 
library buildings may be effectively measur-etl 
and compared. T h e  work is priced at  $1.50 
and should be ordered from: 'lmerican Li- 
brary Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago. 
111. 6061 1. 
Medical Library Technicians 
In  January 1970, the Board of Direc- 
tors of the Medical Library Association es- 
tablished a Committee on XIedical Library 
'l'echnicians. T h e  Committee is responsible 
for all matters pertaining to RIedical Li- 
brary Technician training and will provide 
assistance to individuals and institutions in- 
terested in the area. For information, con- 
tact Robert M. Braude, Aledical Library 
Association, Suite 2023, 919 N. Rlichigan 
A\,e., Chicago, Ill. 6061 1 .  
East Asian Bibliography 
A revision of East Asian Periodica1.r 
( ~ n d  Serials . . . A Descriptive Bibliography, 
compiled by Dr. Thomas C. Kuo, enumer- 
ates the sources in  the University of Pitts- 
burgh East Asian Library. I t  is available 
from the University of Pittsburgh Book 
Center, 4000 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15213, for $3.00 prepaid. 
May 18-20. Spring Joint Computer Confer- 
ence, SJCC . . . i n  Convention Hall, At- 
lantic City, N.J. For information: 1971 SJCC, 
c/o AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 
07645. 
May 30-Jun 3. Medical Library Association, 
70th Annual Meeting . . . at  the Waldorf 
Astoria, New York. 
Jun 2-5. 18th International Technical Com- 
munications Conference . . . in San Fran- 
cisco. T h e m e :  State-of-the-art in  technical 
communications techniques, management, 
and hardware. Conference Chairman: James 
Weldon, Hewlett-Packard Co., 333 Logue 
i\ve., Mountain View, Calif. 94040. 
Jun  6 1 0 .  SLA, 62nd Annual Conference 
. . . at  the San Francisco Hilton, San Fran- 
cisco. Theme:  Design for Service: Informa- 
tion Management. Conference Chairman: 
Mark H. Baer, Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 
Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif 94304. 
Jun  7-18. Introduction to Modern Archives 
Administration . . . Institute at  T h e  
tional Archives Building, Pennsylvania Ave. 
and 8th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. For 
enrollment: T h e  American University, De- 
partment of History, Massachusetts and Ne- 
braska Aves., N.W., \VasIiington, D.C. 20016. 
Jun 13-15. Church and  Synagogue Library 
Association, 4th Annual Coniererice . . . at 
the College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Alinn. 
Jun 13-17. American Association of Law 
Libraries . . . at  T h e  Diplomat, Hollywood- 
by-the-Sea, Florida. 
Jun 14-18. Seminar on  the Acquisition of 
Latin American Library Materials . . . in  
Puebla, Mexico. Contact: Srta. Elvia Bar- 
I~erena, Presidenta, AMBAC, Apartado Postal 
27-1 32, Mexico 7, D.F., Mexico. 
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Jun 15-17. American Theological Library 
Association, 25th annual conference . . . at 
Pasadena College. Contact Mrs. Esther 
Schandorff, librarian, Pasadena College, 1539 
E. Howard St., Pasadena, Calif. 91 104. 
Jun 19-25. Canadian Library Association 
. . . in Vancouver, B.C. Preconference meet- 
ing on library automation, sponsored by 
Canadian Association of College and Uni- 
versity Libraries, Committee on Library Au- 
tomation, Jun 19-20. 
Jun 20-26. American Library Association 
. . . in Dallas, Texas. 
Jun 24-26. Music Library Association . . . 
at  the Stoneleigh Terrace Hotel, Dallas, 
Texas. 
Jun 25-26. Workshop on Mechanization of 
Library Technical Processes . . . at Uni- 
versity of .California, Santa Cruz. T o  be held 
again Aug 20-21. Co-sponsored by Univer- 
sity of California Extension and the San 
Francisco Chapter, ASIS. Contact Donald 
Hummel, University of California Extension, 
Santa Cruz, California 95060. 
Jun 28-30. Association of Records Execu- 
tives and Administrators, annual conference 
. . . at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York City. 
Theme: Information Management in the 
Computer Age. Contact Mary E. McCarthy, 
Association of Records Executives and Ad- 
ministrators, c/o PepsiCo, Inc., Purchase, 
N.Y. 10577. 
Jul 2-3. Workshop on Cost Analysis of Li- 
brary Operations . . . at University of Cali- 
fornia, Santa Cruz. T o  be held again Aug 
27-28. Contact Donald Hummel, University 
of California Extension, Santa Cruz, Cali- 
fornia 95060. 
Jul 11-Aug 13. Institute for Archival Studies 
. . . at the University of Denver. Contact: 
Dolores C. Renze, director, Institute of Ar- 
chival Studies, 1530 Sherman St., Denver, 
Colo. 80203. 
Jul 17-20. 32nd Annual National Audio- 
Visual Convention and Exhibit . . . in the 
Cincinnati Convention-Exposition Center, 
Cincinnati. Theme: "Communication: Key 
to Success." For information, write: NAVA 
Convention Registrations, National Audio- 
Visual Association, 3150 Spring St., Fairfax, 
Va. 22030. 
Aug 2-4. University of Chicago Graduate 
Library School, annual conference . . . at 
the Center for Continuing Education, Chi- 
cago. Theme: "Operations Research: Impli- 
cations for Libraries." Contact: Graduate 
Library School, University of Chicago, 1100 
E. 57th St., Chicago, Ill. 60637. 
Aug 2-27. Archives Institute . . . at the 
Archives and Records Building, Atlanta, Ga. 
Co-sponsored by Emory University Division 
of Librarianship. Apply: Carroll Hart, di- 
rector, Georgia Department of Archives and 
History, 330 Capitol Ave. S.E., Atlanta, Ga. 
30334. 
Aug 9-20. Improving Communication Skills 
of School Library, Media Specialists, . . . 
Workshop at the School of Library Science, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Deadline for applications is Jul 1. 
Aug 23-27. Library Association of Australia 
. . . at the University of Sydney. Theme: 
"Progress and Poverty." Contact: Conference 
Secretary, Mr. J .  Hazell, P.O. Box 1, Kensing- 
ton, N.S.W. 2033. 
Complete composition, press 
and pamphlet binding facilities, cou- 
pled with the knowledge and skill 
gained through fifty years of experi- 
ence, can be put to your use-profitably 
THE VERMONT 
PRINTING COMPANY 
Brattleboro, Vermont 
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YEARBOOKS THAT BELONC 
IN MOST LIBRARIES 
YEARBOOK OF THE UN 1967 
A major r 
cisely the 
eference \ 
many acti 
~ ~ r k ,  
vities 
presenting fa 
of the United 
Previous editions still available. New edition in preparation. 
STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 1969 
Comprehensive collection of international statistics relating to: popu- 
lation; manpower; production; construction; energy; trade; communi- 
cations: consumption; balance of payments; waaes and orices: 
national a1 
education 
ccounts; fi 
and mass 
nancz 
comr 
2 ;  internationa 
nunications. 
Paperbour 
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE 
United Nations 
Publications 
Room LX-2300 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
Announcing 
a new. \ The M c C ~ W - H i l l  
1971 ~ h i r d  Edition 
of the most 
complete and 1 Encyclopedia of Science 
authbritative 
science 
reference ( and Technology 
ever published J 
Completely revised 
and re-illustrated 
Greatly expanded 
New, larger, 
easier-to-use format 
Brought right 
up to date throughout 
McGraw-Hill is proud to announce this major new revision of 
America's most authoritative and widely-used science reference 
-the only multi-volume reference that provides comprehensive 
coverage of every scientific and engineering discipline. 
The ultimate sourcebook for those who need accurate, up-to- 
date information in any area of scientific inquiry, the McGraw- 
Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology won instant ac- 
ceptance in libraries, schools, and homes all across the country. 
Now, to keep pace with the explosive growth in scientific and 
technical knowledge, our editors and contributors have under- 
taken a monumental revision and expansion of this landmark 
work- 
Every single article has been scrutinized for complete- 
ness and clarity and to make sure it reflects the latest 
developments in the field. As a result of this detailed 
study. 66% of the encyclopedia has been extensively 
revised. 
The text has been expanded by nearly 1,000,000 words 
to cover the extraordinary recent growth in such sci- 
ences as ecology, space travel, electronics, ocean- 
ography, geophysics, conservation, and hundreds of 
others. A full 8% of the text consists of entirely new 
articles on subjects not included in previous editions. 
All illustrations have been carefully reviewed and re- 
drawn where necessary, and thousands of new illustra- 
tions have been added. 
To maintain its leadership as the foremost science 
reference in print, every bibliography has been updated, 
except in rare cases where a thorough search revealed 
no significant new material on the subject since the 
previous edition. 
The lndex volume, uniformly praised by librarians across 
the country and used in several library schools as a 
model of "The Perfect Index," contains nearly 20,000 
more citations than the previous edition. In addition, a 
Top~cal lndex lists all the articles under 100 specific 
f~elds. 
A curriculum-oriented Study Guide shows how to use 
the encyclopedia as an integral part of a teaching or 
self-study program. 
A handy Readers' Guide shows how to make maximum 
use of the encyclopedia and find any information you 
need quickly and easily. 
A handsome, new, larger format provides room for more 
text and illustrations . . . makes the volumes even more 
attractive and handier to use than before. 
In short, no effort has been spared to bring this brand new 
Third Edition right up-to-the-minute in every scientific discipline 
. . to maintain its acknowledged reputation as the most authori- 
tative reference of its kind . . . to make i t  even more useful than 
the universally praised first and second edit~ons. 
Presents the entire span o f  today's 
scientific, engineering, and  technical 
knowledge i n  15 volumes 
. 12,000 photographs. drawings, 
maps, charts, and diagrams-9,000 
of them i n  two colors t o  increase 
clari ty 
W 7 2  pages i n  fu l l  color 
7,600 articles, ranging f r o m  con- 
cise defini t ions t o  extensive book-  
length treatments 
10,800 pages - 
more than 7,400,000 words 
W Curriculum-oriented S tudy  Guide 
t o  integrate the encyclopedia i n t o  
a teaching o f  self-study program 
Readers' Guide showing h o w  t o  
use the encyclopedia and f i n d  any 
in format ion quick ly  and easily 
W l ndex  volume w i t h  120,000-entry 
comprehensive index and valuable 
Topical lndex 
W Unique cross-reference systems o f  
40,000 citat ions 
W Prepared b y  more than 2,500 spe- 
cialists i n  every f ie ld  
W Annual Yearbook service available 
f o r  subscribers, keeps the Encyclo- 
pedia always up-to-date 
Eligible f o r  purchase w i t h  b o t h  
ESEA and NDEA Funds 
Write for Illustrated Prospectus 
McGraw-Hill Book Company 
330 West 42nd Street 
New York, N.Y. 10036 
The UNIVERSAL REFERENCE SYSTEM. 
a continuously updated 
10-volume bibliography to 
Help Your 
Political Scientists 
Reduce Literature 
Search Time 
Book reviews praise the URS, POLITICAL SCIENCE. 
GOVERNMENT and PUBLIC POLICY SERIES. 
"The research library will find 
this a useful reference tool." 
LIBRARY JOURNAL 
": . . a significant attempt to 
index materials in depth and 
with a f a r  greater number of 
descriptors for individual items 
than will be found in more 
conventional indexes." 
WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN 
"Its design reflects erudite 
awareness of contemporary 
social and behavioral science 
developments and the 
concomitant informational 
needs of social scientists . .  ." 
CHOICE 
"For research in the purest 
sense of the word, this is an 
admirable tool. University and 
research libraries will want 
to add t h ~ s  to their collection - 
larger public libraries a s  well.'' 
RQ 
". . . the producers of the URS 
should be congratulated on their 
pioneering efforts to provide 
social and behavioral scientists 
with a new and variegated 
approach to their monumental 
information problems." 
AMERICAN DOCUMENTATION 
Hundreds of librarians in more than thirty countries are 
helping researchers in the political, behavioral and social sciences 
reduce literature research time. From d a y s . .  . t o  minutes. 
With the Universal Reference System. 
More than 35,000 titles are covered in the 10-volume basic 
library and annual supplements. Papers. Articles. Books. And other 
political works. Issued by some 2400 publishers and 800 journals, 
domestic and foreign. With the information systematically 
indexed, organized, readily accessible. And continuously updated 
with annual supplements (about 5-6000 new items are added each 
year) through 1970. So the researcher will be able to quickly 
uncover more r e l ~ v a n t  itles - current a s  well a s  retrospective - 
than would be possible by any other method. 
For full details on  the Universal Reference S y s t e m . .  . and 
why it belongs on your library shelf, contact Princeton Information 
Technology, 32 Nassau Street, Princeton, N.J. 08540, (609) 924-2729. 
Princeton 
Information 
Technology A DIVISION OF PLENUM PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
A PARTIAL LIST 
OF URS USERS 
YOU W I L L  HAVE- 
In Our Complete 
Periodicals Service- FID EN CE" All American and Foreign Titles 
Promptness is a Traditional part 
of McGregor Service. . .as well as: SUBSCRIBE TO 
M c G R E G O R  
EXPERIENCE C O N F E R E N C E  P E R I O D I C A L S  B U L L E T I N  
TRAINED PERSONNEL 
FINANCIAL STABILITY 
AMPLE FACILITIES 
RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT 
An attractive brochure is 
MOUNT MORRIS, ILLINOIS 61054 
available for the asking 
Here's neat, low-cost, attractive stor- 
age for library periodicals, other "dif- 
ficult" materials such as newspapers, 
cassettes, transparencies. Shelf-Files 
promote order to save filing and find- 
ing time; make more efficient use of 
shelf space. Many styles, sizes. See 
them and 5,000 more library items in 
our new catalog. 
Library, AV 
and Books 
Catalog 
Over 5,000 inter- 
esting library 
Items in one big, 
colorful, complete 
catalog. Select from 29 different book 
trucks, 27 library tapes, 8 styles of 
shelf-files, book returns, wood or steel 
card cabinets, self-adhesive book pock- 
ets, paperbacks, etc., e t ~ .  Your funds 
can buy more if you have a copy. 
Write -THE HIGHSMITH CO., INC., 
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 53538. 
IPRIL 1971 
: ?;: APPLIED COMPUTER RtSEARCH. Su~te  208: 
8900 N. Central Ave.. Phoenix. Ariz. 85020 
Gentlemen: Please enter my order for the WAR- I I TERLY BIBLIOGRAPHY OF COMPUTERS AND DATA I I PROCESSING. 
One year - Check enclosed for $29.50 1 1 One year- Bill me/my company $29.50 1 plus $1.50 handling 
Purchase Order No. 1 0 Single copy, check for $10.00 enclosed I I Send further Information I 
1 Name Title I 
I Street Company 
City/State Z i p  P h o n e  # - 
I 
I Signature I LIIIIIIIII---J 
A readers guide to 
the literature of computers 
A subject index to the current literature of 
computers and data processing, cumulative 
since 1968, and annotated to  help the busy 
computer  professional qu ick ly  se lec t  the  
most appropriate references t o  f i t  his infor- 
mation needs. The Bibliography contains an 
extensive s e t  of references from over 40 
periodicals, and the most important books. 
It's practical and time.saving . . . references 
are chosen primarily on the basis of their 
l a s t i n g  usefulness t o  t h e  prac t~c ing com- 
puter  professional,  c lass i f ied  i n t o  more 
than 200 subject categories for fast, con- 
venient reference . . . and, it's always up-to- 
date w i th  a complete new issue each quarter. 
,111111111-1-1 1 1  
Nonetheless, he does enjoy a nice drive in 
a good car. 
This may surprise a certain motorcar 
manufacturer. In recent national ads, they 
declared that  their automobile was so 
"hairy" in appearance and performance that  
i t  might scare off librarians. 
Then they apologized. They ran a special 
ad in American Libraries and said they 
regretted having implied "the old 
stereotype of librarians" and even 
added that  "librarians aren't all 
timid, stuffy, and conservative." 
Some apology. 
We work with you every day. We know 
that  there is no stereotype librarian. Neithtlt, 
in the personality you bring to the job nor 
outside of the job. Jus t  offhand, besides Mr. 
DeStephen with his joyriding, we know a 
professional librarian who's a footracer 
and singer, and another one, female, who's a 
skydiver. Librarians are no more 
of a kind than are butchers or bakers 
or automobile makers. 
A LIBRARY SERVICE COMPANY 
Princeton Microfilm Corporation 
ALEXANDER ROAD. PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540 
PLACEMENT 
"Positions Open'' and "Positions Wanted" ads are 
$1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum. Current members of 
SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" ad at  a special 
rate of $1.00 per line; $3.00 minimum. 
In each membership year, each unemployed member 
will be allowed a maximum of two free "Positions 
Wanted" ads, each ad to be limited to 5 lines in- 
cluding mailing address (no blind box addresses), on 
a space available basis. Presently unemployed mem- 
bers who were paid members in 1970 will be allowed 
such free ad insertions in  the period Jan-June 1971 
without having paid their 1971 dues. 
There is a minimum charge of $10.00 for a "Market 
Place" ad of three lines or less; each additional line 
is $3.00. There are approximately 45 characters and 
spaces to a line. 
Copy for display ads must be received by the tenth 
of the month preceding the month of publication; copy 
for line ads must be received by the fifteenth. 
Classified ads will not be accepted on a "run until 
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, un- 
less renewed. 
POSITIONS WANTED 
Law Librarian-Female, aged 29, AB, MLS from 
accredited school, 7 years' varied experience in 
profession. Location open. Box C-163. 
Librarian-To receive MA in cinema studies in 
June. seeks librarian position in film area; ex- 
perienced in all functions of library operation. 
Box C-164. 
Librarian--Avail. 6/71. MS-WRU '61. 9v2 years' 
experience in special libraries; developed and 
operated information retrieval system. Reply 
J. La~son ,  159-25th St. N.W., Barberton, Ohlo 
44203. 
Librarian-Male, MLS. Administrative experi- 
ence, research libraries, computer background. 
Interested in academic and research fields. Will 
relocate. Box C-165. 
- -- - 
POSITIONS OPEN 
City Librarian-$1,375 mo. Direct the operation 
and activities of the Bruggemeyer Memorial Li- 
brary. Reqrnts include graduation from college 
or university with a major in library science 
or a related field and at  least 3 yrs' professional 
library exper. Applications accepted until May 
7, 1971. Personnel Officer, City of Monterey 
Park, 320 W. Newmark Ave., Monterey Park, 
Calif. 91754. 
RESEARCH 
LIBRARIAN 
Immediate opening exists for a librarian to  
assume fu l l  responsibility for industrial re- 
search library and associated services serving 
200 ~ l u s  technical staff involved in medical 
product research and development. A bach- 
elor's degree in  the chemical or  biological 
sciences plus an MLS and several years of  
innovative library management experience is 
required. 
Central New Jersey location is convenient to  
both New York and Philadelphia. Salary ful ly 
commensurate with education and experience. 
Please write to Mr. R. K. Lord, Employment 
Manager. 
ETHICON, INC. 
Route 22 Somerville, N.J. 08876 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
\ f 
Department Head-Art and Music, Denver Pub- 
lic Library. Advanced l e ~ e l  supervisory work re- 
quiring a Master's Degree in Library Science 
and a minimum o f  four years' direct library ex- 
perience including a minimum of two years' de- 
partmental supervision. Undergraduate major in 
fine arts or music desirable. Responsibilities in- 
clude supervising a staff of 16, managing large 
art and music selection and a rapidly growing 
audiovisual service. 
Position offers rewarding associations in one 
of the nation's finest systems, moderate climate, 
and superb recreational and cultural advantages. 
Salary $9,96&$13,056. Starting salary commen- 
surate with experience and abilities. Fringe 
benefits include paid vacation, paid sick leave, 
paid holidays, retirement and group insurance 
programs and merit-salary review increases. Sub- 
mit rt:sumi. indicating salary earned in each 
position. All replies confidential. Apply Person- 
nel Oficer, Public Library, 1357 Broadway, Den- 
ver, Colorado 80203. 
North Country Reference and Research Re- 
sources Council-Reference Director, $10,000. In 
charge of reference and interlibrary loan clear- 
inghouse for twenty-eight member institutions 
including twelve colleges. Responsible for han- 
dling 1,.500-2,000 requests monthly using teletype 
network within the area. Requests unfilled re- 
gionally are referred to NYSILL network. Em- 
phasis on both speed and local fill rate. Fifth 
year degree plus experience in reference service. 
.4pply to Mrs. Elena Horton, Director, NCRRRC, 
73 Park St., Canton, N.Y. 13617. Telephone 315- 
3M-4560. 
POSITIONS OPEN THE MARKET PLACE 
Director-Needed to operate a unique two-year- 
old library located in Chicago. This library pro- 
vides photocopy service to member college li- 
braries. Staff of 5. A strong administrator with 
an MLS required. $10,000 min. salary. Apply to 
William Bentseu, Acting President, Associated 
Colleges of the Midwest, 60 West Walton, Chi- 
cago, 111. 60610. 
Information Specialist/Indexer-The Research 
and Development Division seeks candidates for 
the position of information specialist for the 
Division's Information Service Section. The  
primary tasks are directly related to indexing 
research and technical reports for the corporate 
information center's computer retrieval system. 
Additional responsibilities include literature 
searching, preparation of bibliographies, and 
compilation of reference lists for selected li- 
brary users. In general, the information special- 
ist will assist the supervisor in all phases and 
tasks relating to the corporate information cen- 
ter and library operations. 
A bachelor of science degree in scientific or 
engineering field work is necessary for this po- 
sition. A master's degree in library science is de- 
sirable but not required. 
Three years of technical literature indexing 
or cataloging experience is desired. Five years 
experience as an engineer or scientist is accept- 
able in lieu of indexing experience. Other tech- 
nical library experience will be considered. 
Salary structure and working conditions are 
competitive with the best. 
Reply in confidence to John E. Vincent, T h e  
Babcock X. Wilcox Company, Alliance Research 
Center, P.O. Box 835, Alliance, Ohio 44601. 
Physical Sciences Librarian-The Physical Sci- 
ences Iibraries at  Berkeley consist of six branch 
libraries with combined holdings of 175,000 vol- 
umey and 4,300 current serials and a total staff of 
22 FTE. They provide a full range of library 
services to students and faculty in the Physical 
Science departments at  Berkeley. The Astronomy/ 
Mathematics/Statistics, Chemistry, Earth Sciences, 
Engineering, and Optometry Libraries each have 
a librarian in local charge. The  Head of the Phys- 
ical Sciences Lihraries has responsibility for di- 
recting the overall operations and services of 
these branches and also serves as librarian in the 
Physics Branch. 
Candidates must be knowledgeable in the in- 
formation needs of physical science students and 
faculty and familiar with recent developments in 
scientific and technical information retrieval sys- 
tems and their library applications. They should 
have a library degree and substantial relevant 
library experience. An advanced degree in one 
of the physical sciences is highly desirable. 
Appointment will be made in the $11,388 to 
$16,728 per annum salary range depending on 
qualifications. Excellent career opportunities and 
fringe benefits. Apply to: Library Personnel Of- 
ficer, Room 447, General Library, University of 
California, Berkeley, California 94720. 
Foreien Books and Periodicals-S~ecialtv: 1 r r e ~ -  
ular 3erials. Albert J. Phiebig k . ,  BOX 3$, 
White Plains, N.Y. 10602. 
Back Issue Periodicals-Scientific, Technical, 
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want 
lists and lists of materials for sale or  exchange. 
Prompt replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th 
& Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123. 
Quidc Translations-French, German translated 
into English by technically trained personnel. 
Efficient, confidential, accurate work. Quick- 
Trans, 11197 Clinton St., Elma, N.Y. 14059. Tel. 
(716) 684-7168. 
Hard-to-Get-Russian or East European periodi- 
cal, monograph or newspaper material in all 
subject fields and foreign patents can be pro- 
cured for you by experienced specialists. Also 
searches, indexing, abstracting and state-of-the- 
art studies. Fast and reliable service. Write to: 
F.' L. McDowell Assoc., P.O. Box 8987, Washing- 
ton, D.C. 20003. 
Mathematical Reviews-Vols. 29 thru 40, incl. 
(1965-70) complete with index issues, unbound, 
immaculate condition, $695 or best offer. Prof. 
G. Rosen, Drexel U., Phila., Pa. 19104. 
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University Microfilms . . . . . . . . .  6A, 7~ 
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1 s'pecial libraries enjoy the benefits o f  Checkpoint protection. 
:ual studies, carefully carried out  by the users themselves, show that 
eckpoint cuts book losses due t o  unrecorded withdrawals by almost 
percent. Does it silently, unobtrusively. . . and economically. 
n you afford t o  be without Checkpoint i n  times like these? 
us show you an operating checkpoint  installation i n  a nearby 
.ary. . . let you  get a first-hand, unbiased opinion f rom an actual 
Ir. No obligation, of course. 
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SELECTED BOOKS FROM 
EUROPA PUBLICA TIONS L TD. 
Gale recently arranged to distribute i n  America selected publications of the distinguished British 
firm, Europa Publications Limited. The current and forthcoming titles described below will f i l l  
serious gaps In the reference collections of American Ilbraries. Earlier editions of most of these 
reference works have been cited in  such authoritative guides as American Reference Books Annual, 
Walford, and Winchell. 
AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA, 1971. 1st Edltion. 
This new addltion to Europa's serles of reglonal refer- 
ence sources 1s a survey and reference book of al l  
the countries south of the Sahara presented In a con- 
tlnental perspective. Noted experts In Afrlcan studles 
have contrrb ted introductory essays on the economrc 
and soclal development of the continent and detalled 
artlcles deallng wlth the area's recent hlstory, ~ t s  
physlcal and soclal geography, and ~ t s  economy In- 
cluded are statlstlcal surveys, dlrectorles, maps, and 
a "who's who," plus other baslc reference materlal 
(Ready March) About 1.000 pages. $28 50. 
THE EUROPA YEARBOOK. 1971: A World Survey and 
D~rectory of Countries and International Organiza- 
tions. 12th Edltion. "Europa Yearbook is known for 
its up.to-date, accurate and comprehensive cover- 
age." (Amerrcan Reference Books Annual) The inter- 
national organization sectlon offers details on over 
1.500 international governmental and nongovern- 
mental organtzations, alltances, associations, etc. 
Information furnished on each country In the world 
~ncludes general and statistical surveys of recent his. 
tory and economy, plus facts on its government, 
~ndustrles, communicat~ons, etc. (Ready June) Two 
Volumes. About 3.400 pages. $60.00. 
THE FAR EAST AND AUSTRALASIA, 1971. 3rd Edi- 
tion. The first part is a general introduction to the 
area as a whole and deals with such topics as aid, 
development, and resources. The rest of the volume 
1s dlvlded ~ n t o  regions. Devoted to a specific country. 
each chapter contains a detai led survey o f  the  
country's physical and social geography, its history, 
~ t s  economy, etc. Also Included ar:, bibliographies 
for each reglon and country and a who's who" of 
1,600 important men and women. (Ready April) 
About 1.400 pages. $28.50. 
THE INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF COMPUTER 
AND INFORMATION SYSTEM SERVICES, 1971. 2nd 
Edrtron Thrs drrectory presents in  concise form full 
lnforrnatlon about the computer services provlded t o  
outs~de customers by commercial, educat~onal, and 
research establishments throughout the world. Llsted 
are the names, addresses, phone numbers, and offi- 
cers of the lnstltut~ons, together w ~ t h  such data as 
fields of experience, the types of services offered. 
and the type of computer installation. (Ready June) 
About 4 0 0  pages. $15.00. 
THE INTERNATIONAL WHO'S WHO. 1970-71. 34th 
Edition. This work is  not only the standard source 
of biographical information about eminent personali- 
ties In every country of the world today but i t  is also 
the only place to find detalls on persons from the 
many countries having no national "who's who." 
The 34th Edltion contains approximately 17,500 list- 
ings, over a thousand of them brand new; existing 
biographies have been revised and updated. All 
essential facts are presented. (Ready Now) About 
1,775 pages. $28.50. 
THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA, 1970-71. 
17th Edition.The book includes a review of the year's 
developments in the area and a description of the 
physical and social geography, raclal and linguistic 
groupings, religions, resources, etc. Covering 28  
countries and regions, the chapters are similar in  
scope and features to those of The Far East and 
Australasia. (Ready Now) 1,005 pages. $23.50. 
THE WORLD OF LEARNING, 1970-71. 21st Edition. 
This book is firmly established as the comprehensive. 
up-to.date guide to educational, scientific, and cul- 
tural organizatlons all over the world. The first part 
is an annotated list, wrth addresses, of over 4 0 0  
international organizat~ons. Arranged alphabetically 
by country, the main section of the book gives com- 
plete information on universities, colleges, libraries, 
research inst i tutes, museums, ar t  gal leries, and 
learned socretles. "Thls 1s the standard directory on 
the subject." (Amerrcan Reference Books Annual) 
(Ready Now) About 2,000 pages. $35.00. 
ANY TITLE MAY BF ORDERED 
ON THIRTY-DAY APPROVAL 
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